Hackett arra igned last Thmsday; court grants motions f o r Micro -aggressions
creat e t ension and
clinical p sy chiatric emliiatioiis at exp ense of stat e
By KATE RUSSO, KATTUN
McCAFFERTY and LIZ BOMZE
NEWS EDITOR, EDITOR IN CHIEF AND
MANAGING EDITOR

Edward J. Hackett was arraigned on
the charges of the intentional or knowing murder and the kidnapping by
knowing restraint and the intent to
cause bodily injury of Dawn
Rossignol at 11:30 a.m. Thursday,
Oct. 2 in Waterville District Court..
Hackett was arrested Thursday morning on these charges.
Court-appointed attorney Pamela J.
Ames will defend Hackett.
Ames filed a motion requesting
funds for psychiatric examination at tlie
state's expense. Judge John Nivison
granted the motion at the arraignment
and the Deputy Attorney General Bill
Stokes posed no objections.
Ames said that mental health issues
could be important for the defense . ,
Stokes filed a motion for a psycho'
logical .ment al evalu ation by the state

Hackett wasundergoing treatment as a
condition of his parole to Maine and
he has undergone further treatment
since his arrest.
Hackett is entitled to a probable
cause hearing, which has been scheduled for Nov. 18.
At this time, the evidence, which
led to Hackett's arrest, and all details
regarding this case are still impounded. Stokes said that it is not uncommon for the court to keep this kind of
documentation sealed.
"Our reasons for impoundment are
twofold," Stokes said. "First, we like
to preserve the integrity of the investigation. The defendant has the right to
a fair trial. Secondly, we will be interviewing witnesses for several weeks
to come as we continue with the investigation. We don't want information
from witnesses'- 'to 5be? influenced by
published information:" .
Blethen Maine Newspapers, Inc.,
publishers .of the Portland Press
Herald, the Maine Sunday Telegram,
the Kennebec Journal, the Morning

Sentinel
and
the
Coastal Journal, however, has filed a motion
requesting the release
of court documents.
"The Newspapers
strongly oppose any
motion by the State of
Maine to seal the probable cause affidavit or
any of the supporting
documentation relating
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to the case of Edward J. DefenseAttorneyPamela J. Ames.
Deputy Attorney General William Stokes.
Hackett.," Attorney
Sigmund D. Schutz
wrote in the motion he submitted to will be difficult to find a jury that has history," Ames said. "We wanted to
not already heard evidence about make sure he was willing to have a
Waterville District Court.
female attorney. But we seem to be
Ames, who was assigned to the case Hackett's prior record in Utah.
Araes met with Hackett on two able to communicate.
only last Friday, has not yet seen the
"He does understand the proceedformal affidavit for the probable cause occasions prior to the arraignment.
ings,"
Ames added regarding a quesShe
described
him
as
"cooperative
and
hearing. "I do not know the evidence,
tion as to whether his mental condition
I have only just been given the com- a gentleman."
Ames mentioned she was con- has enabled him to understand the proplaint," she said.
Although she believes it is too early cerned as to whether Hackett would cedure.
Hackett entered the court room in a
to tell, Ames expressed reservations accept a female lawyer, given his prior
about holding the trial in Waterville case history.
Continued on Page 4
"The case is unique because of his
District Court. She commented that it

Hackett escorted into Richard Amnions: Golby s newly hired
Waterville courtf imise "Money M an " arrives in November
By BRENDAN SULLIVAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Edward J. Hackett, in bullet-proof vest, is escorted by p olice into the
Waterville District Courthouse for his arraignment.

Colby President William D.
Adams announced last week that
Richard Allen Ammons has been
named the new Vice President of
College Relations. Ammons most
recently served as vice president of
college advancement ;at Macalester
College in St. Path, Minn. .
The search for a new vice president of college relations followed
the departure of Peyton Randolph
Helm, who had held the position
since 1988. Helm left Colby last
year when he was offered the position of president at Muhlenberg
College in Allentown, Penn.
Ammons was chosen from many
applicants, who had been recruited
to
Colby
by
the
firm
EMN/WittKeiffer, specializing in
college development.
As Vice President of College
Relations, Ammons will be in charge
of college development and capital
campaigns, which Communications
Director Stephen Collins said are
"terms used in higher education to
denote fundraising."
Ammons brings much experience
in fundraising from his previous
positions, where he led capital campaigns that raised $55 million at
Macalester College and $75 million
at Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga.
Ammons will also head alumni relations and the communications
department.

By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR
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By KATTUN McCAFFERTY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Micro-aggressions are a problem for
underrepresented students at Colby.
Although micro-aggressions are difficult to; define, they are basically conscious or unconscious assaults on
individuals' identities.
Example of micro-aggressions are
'That's so gay" or "that's so ghetto,"
meant in a derogatory way,calling a person a faggot or telling-joke that makes
fun of a race, ethnicity, or queer people.
Subtle acts continue to be a problem for
non-dominant groups of people at
Colby.Although some acts seem minor,
they create a hostile environment for
many members of the Colby community
and makes them feel unsafe.
"I think that for a lot of minority students or students in non-dominant
groups being on campus can be a constant struggle," Pugh Committee Board
Co-chair Julie Land '04 said. "There
isn't always a place where you can go
[to] be around people who don't accidentally or on purpose say things that
make you feel [unsafe]."
"It is a huge, gray area," Land said
when questioned about the definition of
micro-aggressions. "Micro-aggression
is one of those terms where, although
micro- is the prefix, it doesn't seem
small [when it happens]."
Program Director of Student
Organization for Black and Hispanic
Unity Donte Tates '05 said, "Macroaggressions are between institutions or
large groups.of people such as 'racism.
Micro-aggressions' are interpersonal
interactions between small groups of
people." Tates said that micro-aggressions usually stem from racism, sexism
and homophobia.
The issue of micro-aggressions came
into focus earlier this year as a result of
an incident where a student was pushed
and called a "nigger." This incident was
not a micro-aggression and is being
investigated as a hate crime, but after
the incident SOBHU organized a
speak-out which was attended by mostly minority members of the Colby community, according to Land. "There were
a few professors and allies, but not too
many who fell outside [ALANA, Queer
students and foreign students]," she
said. The people at the speak-out were
upset that so few of the dominant
groups on campus supported the rally.
One of the issues that the rally
addressed was micro-aggression.
"Many people brought up personal
instances of micro-aggression," Tates
said.
Tates said, "Most micro-aggressions
that are perpetrated on campus are personal and subtle. No one's going to
Continued on Page 4

Construction for the environmentally conscious
Golby Green set to continue in upcoming weeks
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Ammons' first task, along
with familiarizing himself
with the Colby faculty,
trustees, and alumni, will be to
help organize what Collins
calls a "strategic plan" for a
new capital campaign. The
funds from the upcoming capital campaign will contribute
to bom me construction,of the"
Colby Green and the Goldfairb
Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement, Collins
said.
Colby 's last completed cap'
wvwv.coLar.Eou
ital plan in 1999 raised over
Richard Ammons.
$151 million, which went
partially toward the construction of the AMS Residence Hall and on Nov. 1 has many Colby faculty
the Alfond Senior Apartment members optimistic. "His supervisory style helps people set goals, and
Complex.
Both Collins and Executive then gets out of their way to let them
Assistant to the President Sally achieve them. He seems very good
Baker said that Colby looks to a at encouraging people when they
variety of sources to raise money, need it," Baker said. Ammons
including foundations, alumni and appears to hold the same optimism,
non-alumni donors and government according to Baker.
institutions. .
Ammons received his bachelor's
degree
from Amherst College in
In addition to funding the construction of new buildings, "one of 1974, his master 's degree in busithe major things that we rely on cap- ness administration f rom Stanford
ital campaigns for is to strengthen University in 1977 and a certificate
the endowment, which covers all of from the Institute for Educational
Colby's operating costs and helps Management
from
Harvard
the college move forward," Baker University.
"What impressed us at Colby so
said.
Ammons will supervise over 45 much about [Ammons] was how
faculty and staff members working involved he had become at every
in the subsections of the College college he belonged to," Baker said.
Relations Department. His arrival

division on campus

•

Landscape construction for the
Colby Green began this fall with the
drilling of three gcothcrmal wells,
which will supply water for heating and
cooling of tlie first building on tlie
Strategic Plnn , tho Alumni and
Development Building.
Colby Green Project Manager Steve
Campbell explained thnt the gcothermnl wells being drilled for the building
are essentially the same ns other wells
except for their depth . "At that depth ,
the water temperature is fairly constant,"he said, which mnkes it easier to
heat or cool ns needed. Campbell also
noted that deeper wells do not have the
surface effects thnt more shallow wells
do, which makes them more environmentally conscious.
Within a week or two, contractors
will be on site to begin clearing for
parking lots nnd three "strong water
detention ponds." The focus of these
ponds is to collect nnd drain water, as

well as tlie minerals water collects in directly across the street from Miller Green will involve tho elimination of
the soil, such ns phosphorus.
lawn. The oval shnped green will be the intramura l field. Landscnpe
The current location of the planned about 1,200 ft. long, "Roughly equiva- Architects Rend and Hillenbrand!
Alumni and Development building is lent to two footbnll fields," snid designed tlie Green as a bowl, so tlie
what Campbell described ns n wetland Campbell. The construction of the
territory that tlio Physical
Continue d on Page 4
PJnnt Department intends to
preserve by saving the wetland soil and fitting it into
the landscape around the
building,
particularly
behind it, where (here will
bo trails for students to walk
back into the woods nnd
along the strenm.
The entire Colby Green
project, including tho four
proposed
buildings
(Alumni
Development,
Social
Sciences,
Neurological Sciences nnd
tlio Performing Arts Center)
spans about 15 acres.
More specifically, the
Colby Green refers to the
common Inwn in front of
UAOHAOCHIialO KII/tlieCOLUY ECIIO
tlio proposed buildings nnd Excavations of new Colby Qreen began with drilling geothermal wells.

Sexual assault task force reinstated
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The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially,those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same. week.
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¦
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Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
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WhQ 's Who
Julie Land '04

By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

With the arrival of each new
class of students, Colby opens itself
to the possibility of great social
change based on the ideals of its
community.
Interdisciplinary
majors like women's and American
studies, as well as several progressive student clubs and organizations like the Bridge and Students

Julie Land '04.
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Organized Against Racism have, in
recent years, developed , and
matured to a forefront level of visibility.
Since her arrival on Mayflower
Hill four years ago, Julie Land '04
has, indeed, been instrumental in
the social and political growth of
this campus. She hails from
Norfolk, Va. and says she "really
came to Colby because [she] wanted to get out of tlie conservative
South." Her double major in
American and women's studies and
her Senior Scholars project involving mass media and social movements,, have allowed her to pursue

incline will not be conducive to sports.
Campbell does not know why the firm
chose to design the bowl shape.
By late fall to early winter of this
year, the contractors plan to begin leveling tlie ground where tlie Colby Green
will bo, As of now, Campbell explained,
(lie land drops significantly just after the
road. By leveling it they will raise all
that land and begin to sculpt the bowl
shape, "By commencement this spring,
the oval will really begin to take shape,"
Campbell said,
A lot of landscaping is planned for
next summer, Campbell added, "A majority of Uie plcmting will be done then."
Other summer projects include most
of tlio paving of the paths nnd the new
parking lots behind Lundcr nnd on the
for side of tho A lumni nn d Develop ment
Buildings, and the underground infrastructure will be put in, Campbell
explained this will include wiring nnd
pip ing for Alumni nnd Development,
"Students who return next fall will
be able to see n drastic change,"
Campbell said,
Tho oth er three buil d in gs nrc still i n
conceptua l phases, so minimnl landscape work, such ns tho cle arin g of tho

After lying relatively dormant for the
past several months, the sexual assault
task force has sprung back to life, thanks
to a motion composed by President of
AMS Sarah Getchell '04 and AMS Head
ResidentKellie Phelan '04, whichpassed
unanimously at the Sept. 28 Presidents'
Council meeting.
According to the motion, the goals of
the task force—originally the brainchild
of Student Government Association candidates Jess Martin '03 and Peter Brush
'03 aspartofflieirpresidentialplatfonn in
spring 2002—"included reviewing
Colby's current sexual assault policies,
integratingsexual assault [awareness]into
freshman orientation, raising campus
awarenessof sexual assault at Colby and
ultimately making the campus a safer
place." Former SGA President and \fce
President Gretchen Groggel '03 and Jill
Gutekunst '03, aided by Martin and
Brush, carriedthe motion through last fall.
, Phelan, a member of the original group
and has assumed leadership of the task
force this fall, said that their earnest
objectives included examining the
College's sexual assault policy,considering "what happens when reports [of sex-

ual assault] come in," she said.
Last spring Phelan studied abroad and
said that, this semester, she had every
intention of picking up where the task
force left off last term. Momentum to run
the group, however, died after last fall,
Phelan said, and so reinstating the task
force was their first order of business.
"Over the spring semester, it kind of
just dissolved,"she said. "The intention is
to pick up wherestuff was left off. And
we wantto make a more effective process
for people to report sexual assault We've
talked to [Dean of Students and Vice
President of Student Affairs] Janice
[Kassman], [Nurse Practitioner in the
Garrison-Foster Health Center] Lydia
[Buldoc-Marden] and Security.Our main
goal is to raise awareness of sexual
assault issues on campus."
With hopes that the task force will
eventuallydevelop into a student advisory committee, modeled after those at
Bates and Bowdoin Colleges, Phelan
said she "would like to see it be integrated into freshman orientation by COOT
leaders, and HRs."
"I'd also love to see it as a program for
sports teams," she added. "But this is a
preliminary idea."
Also, had Student Health On Campus
not already planned a Sexual Assault

Awareness Week for the end of October,
that would have been another future project for the task force.
The difference between a task force
and an advisory committee could be minima], Phelan said; however, she reported
that Buldoc-Marden, who directs SHOC,
considers the former to be more of a
bureaucratic body that outlines plans for
future action rather than a group that
makes physical changes. According to
Phelan, Buldoc-Marden believes reporting sexual assault to an advisory committee rather than a task force will be less
intimidating for students.
Composed of a total of eight members—three of whom are male —the new
task force will reviewthe goals offered by
students in response to SGA President
Derek TafFs '04 recent email. From there,
members will aim to expand the force's
duration and responsibility,as well as educate and train other students to serve with
the group.
"I would like to see it be a long-term
thing," Phelan said. "I want it to have a
place at Colby like SHOC. And we're
working closely with SHOC, coordinating our efforts. Maybe in the future we
could coordinate with the Women's
Group or other groups to bring speakers
or just share ideas."
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f' This Saturday, take ypur^liored,
visiting parents (pr^ourlack thereof) ta Qk>berfestat the Head of
Falls in Waterville
of
'„ According to the City
Waferville website, Oktoberfest is
a celebration of fall, featuring arts
and crafts, family activities, a^wide
variety of international food , and
beer, live music, hay rides and
pumpkin painting, ilt.will start at
noon and end at 5 p.m. v :. <;¦
Oktoberfest is a German tradition that dates from the 1810 marriage of the Crown Prince of
Bavaria. These days, it celebrates
autumnal beers and the German
heritage.
7
For more information, . contact
Tracey Steuber in the Office of the
Mayor at 873-7131 ex. 201.

South End Coalition develops new teen programmiririg
By ALLYSONRUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

"an understanding of the social
structures that affect our lives so
The South End Coalition, a new
much," she said.
volunteer service group at Colby, is
Land's work, however, extends
far beyond the classroom. Not only
beginning to frame its focus on
rebuilding and brightening longhas she been an active member of
ignored south neighborhood of
the Bridge, but she is now also coWaterville. Started last year by Tracey
chair of the Pugh Community
Schloss '03, the South End Coalition
Board with Christina Ramos '04.
is now in the hands of Arielle Adams
"In the past I've done a lot of
activism surrounding issues of
'06, Alan Ashbaugh '05, Emily
being Queer at Colby," Land said.
Brostek '06 and George Williams '06.
"Last year I worked with the
The Coalition is "trying to do two
Bridge to bring speakers like
things," according to Adams. They are
Margaret v Cho and Tristan
"providing direct action in a specific
Taormino to campus. When I was a
area in Waterville and creating awaresophomore, Jaime Meuhl '02 and I
ness on campus." The group would
(along with other students in
like to incite people from Colby to
oje [o£Aaierican -.IhiiJ^^b.euL.What iilJfe,.is, Jikejn^the
[Ass&cj ate]jJ?rafess.
Studies] -Margaret*AMqEadden's (¦,tpwn pff Waterville,.r:.A ..i;.-? •/ / -y -. »,.
Alternative Topulaf Culture^ class) ,... , To,.,accomplish< these,.goals, the
put on ithe first fcolby drag shbw."'
South End Coalition is working with
As a result of her and many othalready established Waterville service
ers' work, Land said, "the Queer
programs. They have been working in
community is a lot more visible
cooperation and support with the
now than it was when I was a freshSouth End Neighborhood Coalition,
man."According to Land, however,
the Muskie Center and the South End
there is still a great deal of work to
Teen Center, to name just a few.
be done-"a lot of institutional
The group focuses on Waterville's
changes that need to happen before
South End, a historically poor part of
I would begin to think that things
town. Their largest project at the
are really getting a lot better."
moment is with the South End Teen
Since the protest by the
Center, which provides a structured
Coalition
for . Institutional
after-school
environment
for
Accountability in Spring, 2002,
Waterville teens between the ages of
Land said, "the queer students and
13 and 18.
students of color have begun to
Autumn Tepin, an Americorps Vista
realize that many problems at
working with the Teen Center and livColby arise from tlie same probing in Waterville for the year, hopes
lematic structures...If these groups
that the Teen Center can provide a
can continue to work together in
place for students to go after school
coalitions to tell the administration
and, ultimately, lower rates of juvenile
what they need in order to feel safer
crime.
and more welcome on this camThe Teen Center also tries to
pus...then I think we'll start seeing
a lot more changes."

"encourage students to stay in school,"
Tepin said. She describes the South
End Coalition as "amazing."
"The kids love [Colby students,]"
Tepin said, "and [the Colbys students'] interest has helped kids see
beyond high school." Involvement of
the South End Coalition has been
extremely important, according to
Tepin, because the Teen Center has
only one full-time staff member and
one full-time volunteer. Tepin hopes
the Colby community will stay
involved with the Teen Center so that
it will persist and "always fill a need in
kids' lives."
According to Ashbaugh, this need is
great. The Teen Center was created to
respond to the fact that, due to problems with transportation, many teens
wouldn't go to youth programs at the
Alfond Youth Center.
Approximately 15 to 20 teens per
day visit the Teen Center to participate
in activities like cooking and arts and
crafts. Tepin said that the activities
focus on "skillbuilding, fitness and
communication." They also offer
homework help.
Structured after school activities are
especially important, Ashbaugh said,
because there are many single parents
in the area who are often at work.
This need is behind another South
End Coalition project—a South End
Learning Center.
The Learning Center is "the brainchild of Tracey Schloss ['03],"
Ashbaugh said. It's not functioning
yet, but it would be similar to the Teen
Center. The Learning Center, though,
would cater to elementary school students and offer tutoring programs,
Ashbaugh asserts. Brostek is optimistic about the prospect. "Hopefully
within the year there will be a

BETHANNE SWARTZ/THE COLBY ECHO

Waterville's south end is becoming a venuefor Colby volunteer programs ;
Learning Center," Brostek said.
The South End Coalition has also
been working with the South End
Neighborhood Association as part of
what Ashbaugh describes as a "broader community mobilization [that has
been] going on for years."Kim Hallee,
who facilitates the Neighborhood
Association meetings and serves as the
co-chair of the housing committee, and
•is not affiliated with Colby College,
describes the group as a "grass roots
endeavor to revitalize and rehabilitate
the neighborhood."
The group meets monthly to discuss
issues pertaining to the categories:
housing; crime and safety; recreation,
education and culture; and streets,
parking and sidewalks, Hallee said. She
is very enthusiastic about the South
End Coalition's efforts and ambitions,
"It's fabulous," Hallee said. "The
students have a lot to offer, and we
have wonderful things to offer."
Reciprocity, seems to be a key feature of the South End Coalition.
Hallee spoke of the loneliness students

sometimes feel during their college
years. The South End Coalition, she
said, gives students the opportunity to
spend time with different types of peopie — young children arid the elderly,
for example. "It's important that we
give to one another," Hallee said. ,,
Adams echoed these ideas when
speaking of her goals for the
Coalition. "We'd like to get stereotypes to disappear,"Adams said. This
goal "works both ways."
Logistically speaking, however, the
group has more challenges. Brostek
would like to "get a good, dependable
group of volunteers."
In the immediate future, they are
organizing a Haunted House with the
Teen Center as a way to simultaneously raise funds and provide an artistic
outlet for Waterville teens.
If you'd like to get involved with
the South End Coalition, contact
Arielle Adams (acadams), Alan
Ashbaugh (alashbau) or Emily
Brostek (ebrostek).

Key chain lights provided by SPB for safety awareness

COLBY GREEN: Groundbreakingunderway

Continued from Page 1

By LIZBOMZE
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trees, will be done for them at this
stage. "Wc don't want to presuppose
certain changes," said Campbell. "Let's
benefit from the trees until we need to
take them down."
On Oct. 11 at 4 p.m,, scheduled for
after the football, game, Vice President
of Student Affairs and Deon of Students
Janice Kassman nnd
Student
Government Association President
Derek Taff '04 will speak ori the location of the proposed Colby Green.
"This is not a ground-break ceremony,"
Knssmnn stressed, ns ground has
already been broken. Instead , Kn ssmnn
planned the event as a way for students,
parents and alumni to picture tho Green
nnd its size. "I don't think people
understand how big the Colby Green is
going to be," sho said. Steve Campbell
and other members of Physical Plant
will map out with spokes the size and
location of the Green. Knssmnn plans to
ndd balloons for effect, and plans to distribute miniature shovels to commemorate the events. She noted, "I think it is
nice to say you were there when Colby
was ' moving its operations across
Mayflower Hill."

By EMILY HONIG
FEATURES EDITOR

The small lights placed in student
mailboxes last week were the work
of the Student Programming Board
and are meant to remind Colby students to be aware of personal safety.
"After all the events that happened, wc thought it would be a
really good safety precaution," SPB
President Mary Biggins '05 said, "A
lot of spots ori campus aren't welllit, so if people are walking around,
it would be convenient for them to
have n light on their key chain."
The lights, which are not flashlights but small red pcnlights, are
meant to be a convenience for students, but also a symbolic reminder
for students . "It's not something
that would light a large path for you
to walk down the road, but if you
needed to get your keys out to get
into the car, it would light up the
lo ck on th e car," Associate Director
of Student Activities Lcnnnc
Burnham said. "It's j ust a remin der
that we sh ou ld b e aware of where
wc arc, of what's aroun d us nn d j ust
aware of our safety In general, It's
certainly not a cure. It's a token that
will servo ns a reminder."
Biggins and Burnham noted the

continuing need for
students to be aware
of their personal safety, as the initial shock
that followed the Sept.
16 death of Dawn
Rossignol wears off.
"It's important that
students are still
aware that anything
can happen ,. even at
even
in
Colby,
Waterville, and wc
need to be careful ,"
Burnham said.
to
According
N0AM DALAZ8/TIIE C0LDY ECHO
Burnham , Director of SPB lights dangle frommany students ,' keychains.
Peter
Security
Chenevert cnllcd tho
SPB has also proposed the idea
lights a good idea for their value ns
a safety recognition device. "The that the lights be used as a signal
idea wasn't to encourage people to between Colby students to increase
tho comfort level on campus,
walk al one," Biggins said.
According to Burnham and "When you see someone else on
Biggins, tlio lights cost n little over $1 campus, you could have your light
each, totaling about $3,000. The on , nnd then the other person could
money came from tlio SPB budget recognize you as a Colby student ,"
and from tlio Dean of Students Office. Biggins said,
Biggins said that concerns about
"It's just a way of showing SPB's
the effects this may have had on this concern and outreach for the entire
year 's SPB budget arc unfounded , student body, kind of as n safety pre"Each SPB committee chipped in a caution for everyone," Biggins said,
little bit, so thnt really broke the cost
down a lot, when you break it up
between a lot of different groups."
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
LETTERS
¦ ¦ -V
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially,those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current isstje or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
¦Letters
should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not, under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft 'Word or text format either on-3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echofficolb y.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
Editorials

The Editorials are the official opinion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
'
of the Echo.
.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
please call us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786, e-mail
or
echoads^colhv.edu fax (207)872-3555.

207»872»3349
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Julie Land '04

By LIZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

With the arrival of each new
class of students, Colby opens itself
to the possibility of great social
change based on the ideals of its
community.
Interdisciplinary
majors like women's and American
studies, as well as several.progressive student clubs and organizations like the Bridge and Students

Julie Land '04.

WWW.COLBY.EDU

Organized Against Racism have, in
recent years, developed and
matured to a forefront level of visibility.
Since her arrival on Mayflower
Hill four years ago, Julie Land '04
has, indeed, been instrumental in
the social and political growth of
this campus. She hails from
Norfolk, Va. and says she "really
came to Colby because [she] wanted to get out of the conservative
South." Her double major in
American and women's studies and
her Senibr Scholars project involvr
ing mass media and social movements, have allowed her to pursue

By HZ BOMZE
MANAGING EDITOR

KATTLIN McCAFFERTY,EDITOR IN CHIEF
KATE RUSSO,NEWS EDITOR

Sexual assault task force reinstated
After lying relatively dormant for the
past several months, the sexual assault
task force has sprung back to life, thanks
to a motion composed by President of
AMS Sarah Getchell '04 and AMS Head
Resident KelliePhelan '04, whichpassed
unanimously at the Sept. 28 Presidents'
Council meeting.
According to the motion, tlie goals of
the task force—originally the brainchild
of Student GovernmentAssociation candidates Jess Martin *03 and Peter Brush
'03 as part of theirpresidentialplatform in
spring 2002—"included reviewing
Colby's current sexual assault policies,
integrating sexual assault [awareness] into
freshman orientation, raising campus
awareness of sexual assault at Colby and
ultimately making the campus a safer
place." Former SGA President and Vice
President Gretchen Groggel '03 and Jill
Gutekunst '03, aided by Martin and
Brush, carried die motion through last fall.
. Phelan,a memberof the original group
and has assumed leadership of the task
force this fall, said that their earliest
objectives included examining the
College's sexual assault policy.considering "what happens when reports [of sex-

AwarenessWeek for the end of October,
that would have been another futureproject for the task force.
The difference between a task force
and an advisory committee could be minimal, Phelan said; however, she reported
that Buldoc-Marden, who directs SHOC,
considers the former to be more of a
bureaucraticbody that outlines plans for
future action rather than a group that
makes physical changes. According to
Phelan, Buldoc-Marden believes reporting sexual assaultto an advisory committee rather than a task force will be less
intimidating for students.
Composed of a total of eight members—-three of whom are male —the new
task force will reviewthe goals offered by
students in response to SGA President
Derek Taffs '04recent email. Fromthere,
members will aim to expand the force's
duration and responsibility,as well as educate and train other students to serve with
the group.
"I would like to see it be a long-term
thing," Phelan said. "I want it to have a
leaders and HRs."
place at Colby like SHOC. And we're
"I'd also love to see it as a program for working closely with SHOC, coordinatsports teams," she added. "But this is a ing our efforts. Maybe in the future we
could coordinate with the Women's
preliminary idea."
Also, had Student Health On Campus Group or other groups to bring speakers
not already planned a Sexual Assault or just share ideas."

ual assault] come in," she said.
Last spring Phelan studied abroad and
said that, this semester, she had every
intention of picking up where the task
force left offlast term. Momentum to run
the group, however, died after last fall,
Phelan said, and so reinstating the task
force was their first order of business.
"Over the spring semester, it kind of
just dissolved,"shesaid. "The intention is
to pick up where stuff was left off. And
we want tp make a more effectiveprocess
for people to report sexual assault We've
talked to [Dean of Students and Vice
President of Student Affairs] Janice
[Kassman], [Nurse Practitioner in the
Garrison-Foster Health Center] Lydia
[Buldoc-Marden]and Security. Our main
goal is to raise awareness of sexual
assault issues on campus."
With hopes that the task force will
eventually develop into a student advisory committee, modeled after those at
Bates and Bowdoin Colleges, Phelan
said she "would like to see it be integrated into freshman orientation by COOT
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visiting parents(qr.your lack therec
of) to*QWberfest at the Head of
Falls in Waterville
of
/ According to the City
is
Oktoberfest
Waterville website,
arts
a celebration of fall,;featuring
and crafts, family activities , a ;vyide
variety of international fQod, and
beer, live music, hay rides ana
. pumpkin,painting, ilt . will start at
noon and end at 5 p.m. . ; . < ;¦
Oktoberfest is a German tradi- !
tion that dates from the 1,810 marriage of the Crown Prince • of
Bavaria. These days, it celebrates
autumnal beers and the German
,- ., ,
. .?
heritage.
For more information, contact
Tracey Steuber in the Office of the
Mayor at 873-7131 ex. 201.

South End Coalition develops new teen programmiririg
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

"an understanding of the social
structures that affect our lives so
The South End Coalition, a new
much," she said.
volunteer service group at Colby, is
Land's work, however, extends
beginning to frame its focus on
far beyond the classroom. Not only
rebuilding and brightening longhas she been an active member of
ignored south neighborhood of
the Bridge, but she is now also coWaterville. Started last year by Tracey
chair of the Pugh Community
Schloss '03, the South End Coalition
Board with Christina Ramos '04.
is now in the hands of Arielle Adams
"In the past I've done a lot of
activism surrounding issues of
'06, Alan Ashbaugh '05, Emily
Brostek '06 and George Williams '06.
being Queer at Colby," Land said.
The Coalition is "trying to do two
"Last year I worked with the
things," according to Adams. They are
Bridge to bring speakers like
Margaret Cho and Tristan
"providing direct action in a specific
area in Waterville and creating awareTaormino to campus. When I was a
ness on campus." The group would
sophomore, Jaime Meuhl '02 and I
like to incite people from Colby to
(along with other students in
[AssQfiiate]jBrofessor [o£American .,tH^^>.eut.^hat;;lj fe,Js,;4i^jii J ,the
Studies] .-Margaret ^MoEadden 's j-itpjwnqff^yaterville,.,'^ .;![.¦*¦/.> •¦.-',.y :.
Alternative Popular Culture^class) ..., Tor accomplish * these*, goals, the
put, on Jthes first fcolby drag show."South End Coalition is working with
already established Waterville service
As a result of her and many othprograms. They have been working in
ers' work, Land said, "the Queer
community is a lot more visible
cooperation and support with the
South End Neighborhood Coalition,
now than it was when I was a freshthe Muskie Center and the South End
man."According to Land, however,
there is still a great deal of work to
Teen Center, to name just a few.
be done-"a lot of institutional
The group focuses on Waterville's
changes thai need to happen before
South End, a historically poor part of
town. Their largest project at the
I would begin to think that things
are really getting a lot better."
moment is with the South End Teen
Center, which provides a structured
Since the protest by the
after-school
environment
for
Coalition
for
Institutional
Accountability in Spring, 2002,
Waterville teens between the ages of
13 and 18.
Land said, "tlie queer students and
students of color have begun to
Autumn Tepin, an Americorps Vista
realize that many problems at
working with the Teen Center and living in Waterville for the year, hopes
Colby arise from the same problematic structures,..If these groups
that the Teen Center can provide a
can continue to work together in
place for students to go after school
coalitions to tell the administration
and, ultimately, lower rates of juvenile
what they need in order to feel safer
crime.
The Teen Cen ter also tries to
and more welcome on this campus,..then I think we'll start seeing
a lot more changes."

"encourage students to stay in school,"
Tepin said. She describes the South
End Coalition as "amazing."
"The kids love [Colby students,]"
Tepin said, "and [the Colbys students'] interest has helped kids see
beyond high school." Involvement of
the South End Coalition has been
extremely important, according to
Tepin, because the Teen Center has
only one full-time staff member and
one full-time volunteer. Tepin hopes
the Colby community will stay
involved with the Teen Center so that
it will persist and "always fill a need in
kids' lives."

According to Ashbaugh, this need is
great. The Teen Center was created to
respond to the fact that, due to problems with transportation, many teens
wouldn't go to youth programs at the
Alfond Youth Center.
Approximately 15 to 20 teens per
day visit the Teen Center to participate
in activities like cooking and arts and
crafts. Tepin said that the activities
focus on "skillbuilding, fitness and
communication." They also off er
homework help.
Structured after school activities are
especially important, Ashbaugh said,
because there are many single parents
in the area who are often at work.
This need is behind another South
End Coalition project—a South End
Learning Center.
The Learning Center is "the brainchild of Tracey Schloss ['03],"
Ashbaugh said. It's not functioning
yet, but it would be similar to the Teen
Center. The Learning Center, though,
would cater to elementary school students and offer tutoring programs,
Ashbaugh asserts. Brostek is optimistic about the prospect. "Hopefully
within the year there will be a

BEtHANNE SWARTZ/THE COLBY ECHO

Waterville's south end is becoming a venuefor Colby volunteer programs:
Learning Center," Brostek said.
The South End Coalition has also
been working with the Soutii End
Neighborhood Association as part of
what Ashbaugh describes ai a "broader community mobilization [that has
been] going on for years." Kim Hallee,
who facilitates the Neighborhood
Association meetings and serves as the
co-chair of the housing committee, and
is not affiliated with Colby College,
describes the group as a "grass roots
endeavor to revitalize and rehabilitate
the neighborhood."
The group meets monthly to discuss
issues pertaining to the categories:
housing; crime and safety; recreation,
education and culture; and streets,
parking and sidewalks, Hallee said. She
is very enthusiastic about the South
End Coalition's efforts and ambitions,
"It's fabulous," Hallee said. "The
students have a lot to offer, and we
have wonderful things to offer."
Reciprocity, seems to be a key feature of the South End Coalition.
Hallee spoke of the loneliness students

sometimes feel during their college
years. The South End Coalition, she
said, gives students the opportunity to
spend time with different types of peopie — young children and the elderly,
for example. "It's important that we
give to one another," Hallee said. , .
Adams echoed these ideas when
speaking of her goals for the
Coalition. "We'd like to get stereotypes to disappear," Adams said. This
¦.}.
goal "works both ways."
Logistically speaking, however, the
group has more challenges. Brostek
would like to "get a good, dependable
group of volunteers."
In the immediate future, they are
organizing a Haunted House with the
Teen Center as a way to simultaneously raise funds and provide an artistic
7
outlet for Waterville teens. ;
If you'd like to get .involved with
the South End Coalition, contact
Arielle Adams (acadams), Alan
Ashbaugh (alashbau) or Emily
Brostek (ebrostek).

Key chain lights provided by SPB for safety awareness

continuing need for
students
to be aware
FEATURES EDITOR
of their personal safety, as the initial shock
Continued from Page 1
trees, will be done for them at this
The small lights placed in student that followed the Sept,
incline will not be conducive to sports, stage. "We don't want to presuppose mailboxes last week were the work 16 death of Dawn
Campbell does not know why the firm certain changes," said Campbell, "Let's of the Student Programming Board Rossignol wears off.
chose to design the bowl shape.
benefit from tlie trees until we need to and arc meant to remind Colby stu- "It's important that
By late fall to early winter of this take them down,"
dents to be nwnre of personal safety. students are still
On Oct. 11 nt 4 p.m., scheduled for
"After all tlie events that hap- awnre that anything
year, the contractors plan to begin leveling the ground where tlio Colby Green after the football game, Vice President pened, we thought it would be a can happen,.even at
even
in
will be. As of now, Campbell explained, of Student Affairs and Dean of Students really good safety precaution," SPB Colby,
drops
significantly
just
after
tlie
and
we
Janice Kassman and Student President Mary Biggins *05 said. "A Waterville,
tlio land
road. By leveling it they will raise all Government Association President lot of spots ori campus aren't well- need to be careful ,"
that land and begin to sculpt the bowl Derek TatT'04 will speak ori the loca- lit, so if people are walking around, Burnham said.
According
to
shape. "By commencement this spring, tion of the proposed Colby Green. it would be convenient for them to
NOAIl .tlAIAZS/TIIE COLDV ECHO
(lie ovnl will really begin to take shape," "This is not a ground-break ceremony," have a light on their key chain."
Burnhnm, Director of SPB lights dangle from many students
'keychains.
Peter
The lights, which are not flash- Security
Campbell said.
Knssmnn stressed, ns ground has
A lot of landscaping is planned for already been broken. Instead, Kns sman lights but small red pcnlights, are Chenevert called the
SPB has also proposed the idea
next summ er, Campbell added. "A major- planned the event as n way for students, meant to be n convenience for stu- lights n good idea for their value as
parents and alumni to picture tlie Green dents, but also a symbolic reminder a safety recognition device. "The that the lights be used as a signal
ity of the planting will be done then."
' Other summer projects include most nnd its size. "I don't think people for students. "It's not something idea wasn't to encourage people to between Colby students to increase
the comfort level on campus.
of the paving of tlie paths and the new understand how big tlie Colby Green is that would light a large path for you wa l k al one ," Biggins said.
behind
Lumler
and
on
tlie
going
to
bo,"
According to Burnham and "Whon you soc someone else on
alio said. Stove Campbell to walk down th e r oad, but if you
parking lots
,
far side of the Alumni nnd Development and other members of Physical Plant needed to get your keys out to get Biggins, tlie lights cost n little over $1 campus, you could have your light
Buildings, and the underground infra- will map out with spokes tho size and into the car, it would light up the each, totaling about $3,000. The on, and then the other person could
structure will be put in. Campbell location of the Green. Kassman plans to lock on tho car," Associate Director money came from the SPB budget recognize you as a Colby student,"
explained tills will include wiring and add balloons 'for effect, and plans to dis- of Student Activities Leanne and from tlio Dean of Students Office, Biggins said.
"It's j ust a wa y o f showin g SPB' s
tribute miniature shovels to commemo- Burnham said. "It's j ust a rem in d er
Biggins said that concerns about
piping for Alumni and Development.
"Students who return next fall will rate tlie events, She noted, "I think it is t hat we shou ld b e aware of w h ere the effects this may have had on this concern and outreach for the entire
be able to see a drastic change," nice to say you were there when Colby wo are, of what's around us and just year's SPB budget ore unfounded, student body, kind of as a safety prewas ' movin g its o p erations acros s aware of our safety in general, It's "Each SPB committee chipped in a caution for everyone," Biggins said.
Cam pbell said.
certainly not a cure. It's a tok en t h at little bit, so that really broke tho cost
The other three buildings arc still in Mayflower Hill,"
phases,
so
minimal
landdown a lot, when y ou break it up
will
serve ns a reminder."
conceptual
gg
such
as
the
clearing
of
tlio
ins
between
n lot of different groups."
Bi
an d Burnhnm note d th e
sca pe work,

COLBY GREE N: uroundbreak
ingunderway
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Dean Meetup dra ws local Democrats Alfonds and Levines recognized this
weekend for support of Golby athletics
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
>«isST. FEATURES EDITOR

Colby students and Augusta area
democrats met Wednesday, Oct. 1, at
Colby, which has become the official
Augusta area Meetup for Dean site, to
discuss the Howard Dean campaign
and brainstorm ideas for campaigning.
On a conference call with student
newspapers and radio shows Thursday,
Oct. 2, Dean spoke at length about the
failures of the Bush administration,
claiming, "George W. Bush has
hijacked the country for corporate
interests." He also found fault with
Bush's stance on the environment,
education, health insurance, affirmative action, defense and foreign policy.
Dean promised to fix many of the
faults, and promised to balance the
budget and pull the nation out of debt.
He highlighted his honesty and lack of
hypocrisy by blatantly not promising
to cut taxes. ..
The democratic candidate expressed
a desire to change the image of the
United States overseas. Dean said he
wanted to create a "foreign policy
based on cooperation, not confrontation." Although he acknowledged the
importance of a strong military, Dean
stressed that it is more important for
countries to respect the United States
and hold the country in high esteem.
Dean emphasized, as well, the
importance of students and young
people in the campaign process.
"You're in charge," Dean said,
"because your energies...and idealism
are fueling this." He was enthusiastic
about the outpouring of student sup-

port, saying "we realize that we can't slightly more than 20 Dean supporters.
beat George Bush without you."
Non-Colby students were well repreThe Oct. 1 meeting was dedicated, sented; approximately half the attenin large part, to developing local cam- dees were area residents.
Aaron Charniak '05, one of the
paign ideas. Dean supporters are trying to become more involved in Meetup organizers, was excited about
community events, the Colby Craft the abundance of non-Colby students.
Fair and Alumni weekend, for exam- "I was afraid it would be a Colby
ple.They also hope to begin the event," said Charniak.
Getty shared Charniak's sentiments,
process of reaching but to people
without access to the internet, a large stating that he was "glad people found
concern for the largely web-based their way." There was some concern
Dean
campaign. .
One suggestion involved
volunteering at
an
evening
sandwich - distribution program at the
UniversalistUnitarian
Church
of
Waterville.
This
would
MIKE GREENBERG/THE COLBV ECHO
serve
to
increase Dean's Local campaigners brainstorm ideas,to boost polls.
visibilitv

and

make people without internet access
aware of the campaign.
The Meetup also involved writing
letters. Each Meetup attendee was
asked to write two handwritten letters
using letter-writingkits supplied by the
Dean campaign. Dean supporters were
encouraged to write letters to such
well-known national democratic leaders as Al Gore and Rev. Jesse Jackson.
"This is to make Howard Dean the real
front runner of the party," Matthew
Getty '04, an organizer for the Meetup.
The Oct. 1 Meetup consisted of

Spring Break 2004.
Travel with STS ,
America 's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica , Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 OR www.ststravel.com

that Augusta-area residents would be
reluctant to venture to the campus.
"It's intimidating," Sue Jamieson,
an Oakland resident, stated. "Some
people stay away because they can't
figure the campus out." Her dedication
to politics, however, overwhelmed her
fears of getting lost on campus.
Jamieson has been following politics
since she was 11 years old, and
believes the Bush administration "is a
miserable failure, that has created the
worst divisions in years."
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By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

To honor their outstanding contributions to Colby athletics, the
Alfond-Levine family will be named
C Club "Family of the Century."
2003 marks the 100-year anniversary of the C Club, an organization
of alumni, parents and friends dedicated to providing support for Colby
athletics.
Since 1951 the C Club has named a
"Person of the Year" as a way of
acknowledging individuals who have
supported Colby athletics in an exceptional way, but it decided to name a
Family of the Century this year in celebration of the centennial anniversary.
The entire Alfond-Levine family
will be recognized as the Family of
the Century, but "Harold Alfond
and Bibby are primarily the representatives," Rusty Atwood of the
college relations department said.
At the annual Colby Night
Dinner on Friday, Oct. 10, the
Alfonds will be presented with a
special gift from , the C Club,
according to Associate Director of
Alumni Relations Buffy Higgins.
Between 250 and 300 people are
expected to attend the dinner,
including approximately 40 members of the Alfond-Levine family.
Harold, who received an honorary degree from Colby in 1980,
and Bibby Alfond '38 have supported Colby athletics in numerous

By ELISABETH MAGUIRE
STAFF WRITER

Alumni services, which holds the
reputation of a fund-raising organization, works to keep graduates in commuhicatibri''locally1 "and !J arbundl! the
globe. While Alutrliii -RelatioWs'lY'part
of the;College !Relau*b'n^ )Wpartrnent,
which 'is ih'charge of Colby' fuh'd-f aising, money is not what the Alumni
Association is about.
"Everyone thinks that it's just about
asking for money," Associate Director
of Alumni Relations Buffy Higgins
said. "That's the fund-raising; we're the
friend raising."
The Association is in charge of alumni sports games, the Alumni Council,
summer alumni programs at Colby and
the Student Alumni Association. They
also run The Blue Light, Colby's alumni resource web site.
They are also the keepers of tlie
famed Mule mascot suit; students are
welcome to rent it out for a day.
"We are basically the connection
for the alumni," Associate Director of
Alumni Relations Meg Bernier said.
"Welcome to the City" is one wellattended Alumni Association event;

What doesa 10&/0Satisf action(guarantee mean toy ou? Meet

NMHBW

? Comecmderp ji tf iz comf ort amCcj uaiky (f our clean, sjp acious
rooms.
cffiwftf o a Co^
'Sf ar ty ow'cty
+Wefa 6y owVncfwr ^
c ^y ^E My
^p
owgx^w guarcmtee
it
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+Tree t' f gi h Sp eed'internet (Access

Make your reservation today by calling
1-800-HAMPTON
or call us directly at 207-873-0400.
¦!¦

425 Kennedy Memorial Drive,Waterville,ME 04901
Located at exit 33 off I95
(approximately 1 mile from Colby College)

[The Alfonds ]
have contributed a great
deal to the...
quality of life for
generations of
Colby students.
AleK Wilson
C Club Executive Board Member

pleted in 1993.
"Harold and Bibby Alfond have
contributed a great deal to the overall quality of life for generations of
Colby students, and their support
for Colby's athletic program is unrivaled. Their generosity enabled the
college to build what were, at the
time, a state-of-the-art ice hockey
arena as well as a field house with
indoor athletic facilities that were
the envy of colleges and universities throughout the Northeast,"Alex
Wilson,' a member of the C Club
Executive Board, said.
Outside of athletics, the Alfonds
have continuously given support to

Colby students through the creation
of the Harold and Bibby Alfond
Residence Complex and funding for
scholarships.
Bibby Alfond's brothers, Lewis
"Ludy" Levine '21 and Percy
"Pacy" Levine '27, are also legendary in their support and enthusiasm for Colby.
"We haven't missed a single athletic event in the history of Colby,"
Ludy Levine told the Echo in 1993.
On Saturday, Oct. 11, the region
encompassing the track, football
field, grandstand and the surrounding area will be dedicated as the
Ludy and Pacy Levine Athletic
Grounds.
A ceremony will be held before
the football game and plaques
unveiled at that time will be permanently affixed to posts at the
entrance to the grounds.
Although neither Ludy nor Pacy
Levine played a sport during their
time at Colby, "they were very
devoted, especially to football,"
Atwood said.
The Levine brothers were well
known throughout Waterville for
their clothing store on Main Street,
which closed in 1996. They became
famous for allowing Colby students
to open an account as a first year
student and not pay the bill until
they had graduated and found a job.
"Colby was at the very root and
heart of both of them," Atwood said.

Alumni Relations seeks to inf orm
current students of f uturepr ograms
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ways, including the construction of
the Alfond Ice Arena in 1955 and
the renovation of the Alfond
Athletic Center, which was com-

Colby, Bates College and Bowdoin
College graduates living in the same
city and form connections where they

Everyone-thinks :
m^^jpi .ss^
about asking for
money...That's
the fund-raising;
we're the friendraising.
Buffy Higgins
Assoc. Director of Alumni Relations

might otherwise be on their own. This
event is offered in 18 cities, including
London and Tokyo.
"The latest trend is to do events
with the extended NESCAC schools,"
Higgins said. There is also a recent
trend toward NESCAC networking,
and Colby is now organizing events
that include alumni from all of the
NESCAC schools!
Another nrnernm of interest is th«

Alumni Travel Study trips. Colby
graduates are offered a special allinclusive price to destinations such as
the Amazon; Sorrento, Italy; Moscow,
Russia and the North Pole. Colby professors accompany the trips and proHher
.yvide.an^ducatipiial.background.
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iJAlufriihi:l'ahdv.Student Reception 1 on
: Friday, Oct. 10. The Alumni
Association plans this to be an opportunity for Colby students to learn how
to network. ;• ¦
Likewise, the Job Shadow days,
offered during Fall break, Oct 20-21,
are another opportunity to learn about
future careers. Colby alumni agree to
allow a current Colby student to
"shadow" them for a day. Job Shadow
days are offered in Boston, Mass. and
Portland, Me.
To get involved in the Alumni
Association, the Student Alumni
Association is a way for students to
volunteer ideas. The Nalgene bottles
that first-year students received when
they arrived on campus this year were
suggested by the SAA.
Tlie SAA meets throughout the year
and anyone is invited to attend the
meetings.

your Security: Jimmy Dickinson

Peter Chenevert. Twenty years ago
"Some people get frustrated,"
this
January,
Chenevert
hired
claims
Dickinson, "but you never get
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR
Dickinson, and a long relationship bored,"
with the school began. "Colby's
Dickinson sacrifices his evenings,
been
good
to
me,"
' Whether responding to campus
says Dickinson.
nights, and early mornings (he
In addition to keeping Colby stu- works until four o'clock am some
emergencies, snowmobiling, or joking with his boss, Jimmy Dickinson, dents safe, Dickinson has recently days) to keep Colby students safe.
the evening supervisor of security at taken up snowmobiling, But, accordto
Colby, enjoys his job. "It's not just a ing
job," Pickinson says, "It's an D i c k i n s o n ,
"Colby is my
adventure."
As the evening supervisor, hobby."
Dickinson ,
Dickinson's responsibilities extend
beyond the usual tasks of a security however, is not
terribly upset
officer.
He is primarily a scheduling offi- by this fact. He
cer, creating tho schedules for spe- is content in a
cial events on campus and job thnt keeps
overseeing them to ensure that all him on his toes,
don 't
"We
runs smoothly.
what
Dickinson is also docs the duties know
of a regular security officer. He we're going to
comes to the aid of the hapless stu- do from day to
"
dents locked out of thoir rooms , d a y ,
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n
s
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n
checks
responds to emergency calls,
out the Colby party scene, and says.
Many securipatrols the parking lots.
"Students don't need to walk back ty offi cers have
with
from cars parked in lots at night," been
Dickinson says. Ho wants students Colby approxito know that security is willing to mately ns long
a s Dic k inson
give rides anytime, day or night,
Dickinson began his career in because of the
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security with tho Air Force, work ing excitement of
Jimmy Dickinson Is the evening supervisor of Security.
with Colby's Director of Security Uie job.

By ALLYSON RUDOLPH

Yom Kippur celebrated this week
also forbidden to do work, use electric appliances or do anything that is
interpreted as an act of creation
because holidays are a time of rest."
To observe Yom Kippur, people traditionally attend Kol Nidre services on
the night the holiday begins and then
attend services again the next morning
and evening, Menzin said.

By AN N E CH RISTMAN
STAFF WRITER

The Jewish community celebrated
Yom Kippur, considered the holiest
of Jewish holidays, on Sunday night
and Monday,, which many acknowledge through the traditional fast.
Yom Kippur, which means "day of
atonement ," is the holiest day of the
Jewish calendar.
According to Colby 's Jewish
Chaplain Rabbi Raymond Krinsky,
Yom Kippur is the conclusion of the
10-day period of repentance known as
the High Holidays, which begins with
Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year.
"[Yom Kippur] is the day that we
seek to understand ourselves and
prepare ourselves for a better outlook
for the year," Krinsky said.
The dates of Jewish holidays vary
from year to year because they are
based on a lunar calendar. This year,
Yom Kippur began at sunset Oct. 5
and lasted until sundown Oct. 6. The
24-hour period is observed by prayer
and fasting, although observation is
often subject to individual choice;
many practice limited forms of fasting and other observances. Fasting
includes abstaining from food, water,
smoking and sex, Pulver Family
Assistant Professor of Jewish Studies
Howard Lupovitch said.
Orly Menzin '04, president of
Colby's Hillel chapter, said, "It's

IN t own

Kippur is "The Sabbath of
Sabbaths," Lupovitch said. It is the
only fast day on the Jewish calendar
that controls the Sabbath, meaning
that followers fast on whichever day
the holiday happens to fall, regardless of the day of the week.
In ancient times, Yom Kippur was
the only day that the high priest was
allowed to enter the "Holy of
Holies," the most sacred area of the
Temple, which has since been
destroyed.
"The Jewish people believed that
the presence of God would dwell in
the Holy of Holies," Lupovitch said.
In this space, the high priest would
plead for forgiveness for the entire
people.
In another ancient custom detailed
in the Book of Leviticus in the
Hebrew Bible—commonly known as
the Old Testament—the high priest
would sacrifice one goat while
another goat was set free into the forest. This represented sending away
all the sins of Israel and is where the
term
"scapegoat" originated,
Lupovitch said.
Yom Kippur ends with one blast of
the shofar., a ram's horn. The shofar is
also used to mark Rosh Hashanah.
After the concluding service this
year, members of Hillel joined to
"break the fast" and feasted on
bagels, lox and cream cheese.
"It's a very moving holiday,"
Menzin said.

"[Yom Kippur]
is the day that
we seek to
understand ourselves and prepare ourselves
for a better outlook for the
year."
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky

JEWISH CHAPLAIN

During the services, "we concentrate our thoughts on bettering ourselves," Rabbi Krinsky said.
The High Holidays are also often a
time for the Jewish community to
come together. According to
Lupovitch, synagogues become the
most crowded during Yom Kippur.
In a historical context , Yom

Wesley Johnston is the chef and
owner of the Porte Rouge restaurant on College Ave.,which opened
this past spring. Features editor
Emily Honig sat down with him to
talk about his business and sample
his wares.
E: Are you from the Waterville
area?
W: Yeah, I was raised here, actually iri Fairfield, for the past 12
years. My father was the chaplain of
the Goodwill-Hinckley, so I grew
up on the Hinckley campus.
E: Can you tell me a little bit
more about your background?
W: My culinary background? I
graduated high school when I was
17, figured I should go straight to
college because otherwise I probably wouldn't. So I went to culinary
school, figured out that was really
what I wanted to do. I went to
Atlantic Culinary Academy in
Dover, NH, and they teach the
Cordon Bleu program, which is the
best culinary program. I went to
Philadelphia after that, and got my
experience in the four-star type
restaurants. That was a lot of fun,

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log October 2003
Date:
10/1/03
10/2/03
10/2/03
10/3/03
10/4/03
10/4/03
10/4/03
10/5/03
10/5/03

Nature:
Larceny
Larceny
Medical Response
Auto Accident
Medical Response
Medical Response
Medical Response
Citation (2)
Trespass Warning
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Continued from Page 1

tion surrounding the case.
The Portland Press Herald obtained
Hackett's parole tapes from 1995 and
his 2002 parole hearing. In an Oct. 5
article, "Suspect sought structured
parole"by David Hench, Hackett was
quoted as saying, "I don't really want
to be just turned loose, because then I
can get out of doing what I know I
need to do. I've always done better
with somebody there than I do without
anybody. You know, on my own, I
don't do very well."

bullet-proof vest. "I expressed concern yesterday about the public outcry," Ames said, although she herself
did not request such protection. "He
needs to go through the system safely." She has received what she
believes to be "inappropriate comments" for defending his case.
No members of Rossignol's family
were present at the arraignment,
although Stokes reported that the state
has been communicating with the
family and updating them on informa-
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Additionally; on p. 3 of the Sept. 18, 2003 issue,
Donte Tates '05 was called the president of the
Student Organization for Black and Hispanic
Unity. SOBHU has no president.

'¦

overtly [micro-aggress]. Most times
they are verbal."
Tates said, "I want to stress that sometimes students micro-aggress because of
ignorance and sometimes it is complicit.
We are all guilty of it to some degree."
Land believes that the way to stop
micro-aggressions is through self-education. "There is little that can be done
to remedy it. Some students don't know
that they're [micro-aggressing], or they
think it's funny because they've never
had their identity slighted," she said.
"You need to educate yourself."
"People need to become critically
aware- self-critically aware and otlier-
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critically aware," Tates said. "We need to
stop making sure we're 'diverse' and start
making a safe place... where we embrace
multiculturalism—in tlie curriculum and
from the administration to the students."
Land emphasized that many people
put the burden on tlie minority students to
tell others when they feel marginalized,
slighted or uncomfortable, She believes
that that mentality leads to thinking that
the marginalized members of tlie society
are "too sensitive or just complaining."
Tates pointed to media as perpetuating micro-aggressions through subtleties, A debate on micro-aggressions
centers on the right to free speech.
"There is a right to free speech ," said
Tates. "There is also a right to equality.
r.« ^ ».,.[,H. ^ l-lWMltHIMI-.lwl-IBl-ll-I=ll-
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Although equality will never be
obtained, we can search for equity and
fairness. Equity can exist but it requires
people to understand. The right of free
speech is not the right to degrade, slander and bastardize a culture." \
Land said, "There are still a lot of
hateful things that can be said. Who is
the first amendment protecting?" Land
went on to say that because free speech
was one of the first rights afforded to
Americans, people are hesitant to look
at it critically. She pointed to laws that
make it illegal to degrade and harass
people on the basis of their gender at
work and in academic settings as examples of curbing free speech in a beneficial way.
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SPEND A SEMESTER
. OVERSEAS
( a n d s t ay i n t h e U . S . )
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Learn in the vibranc, multi-cultura l community of Honolulu. Enjoy a
university experience like no other, Be far away, but ac home with die
language and customs. It all adds up to a semester you'll never forget,
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On p. 2 of the Sept. 18, 2003 issue of the Echo, if
was reported that the Colby Republicans helped to
bring Angela "Bay " Buchanan to speak on .canipus. The group had no role in the event.
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Comments:
Wallet taken from room
Vending machine broken
Injury
Minor accident
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Drug violations
Trespassing7

HACKETT: Probablecause bearingnexlmonth MICRO-AGGRESSIONS: Testingthe boundariesot freedomof speech

Spring Break 2004!
Travel with Beach Life
Vacations!
America's Best Student Tour
Operator!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Florida.
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Travel
Free!
Hurry—Book Now!
call 1-800-733-6347
www.beachlifevacations.com

My A - A

but I wanted to be my own
boss. That's really where
the fun is, I think, being in
control of everything. My
parents called me up one
day and said, "Look, we
have an opportunity to
buy this restaurant, would
you be interested in running it?" So we bought the
place last December and
remodeled it, an d then
when I turned 20 we
opened.
E:
Wow, you're
younger than I am and
you own your own restaurant.
^-^^^g^ggsi^
W: Yeah, it's definitely m^mmKKmiimmmw
weird, but it's a lot of fun. WesleyJohnston.
E: What kind of cuisine
is your specialty?
time. Last month's menu was AsianW: I specialize in meatless cui- themed, so all the titles of everysine. It's flavors from around the thing on the menu went along with a
world;..I take ideas from the Asian fortune cookie theme. It was interthem es, to -\ Southwestern, to esting and kind of cheesy, but fun.
Brazilian-anything I can think of, it
E: Do you have a business phiwill end up on the menu.
losophy?
E: Can you give me some examW: It's got to be fun. If the end
ples?
goalisn't fun, don't do it. Don't get
W: This month's menu is an into something just for money. I
Italian theme. I do a Tuscan rack of think that 's just a bad way to work.
lamb — yes, it is meat, I do offer a You've got to enjoy life, and since
few meat dishes to satisfy every- working is a good majority of what
body. I do a fresh pasta every day, you do in a day, you'd better enjoy
everything from ravioli to gnocchi that.
to fagiolini. It's different all the

Corre ctions

Disposition:
Security
Security
Health Center
Security
Maine General
Maine General
Maine General
Deans Office
WTVL Police/Security '"

Location:
Dana Hall
AMS Hall
Residence Hall
PPD Lot
Colby Grounds
Residence Hall
Colby Rounds
Dana Hall
Behind Sturtevant Hall

Time:
7:08 p.m.
7:20 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
3:34 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
1:29 a.m.
10:39 p.m.
2:53 p.m.
1:20 p.m.
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A Semester ALMOST Abroad at the
University of Hawaii at Manoa,
For complete information ,
visit www.hawaii.edu/almost or email almost@liawaii.edu
On-campus housing and meals available.
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The University of Hawai'i at. Miinoa is an equal opportunity/iiffirniativc action institution.
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EDITORIAL
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All hail the L.L. Bean outlet sale

Colby should be more assertive with securit y initiativ es
Present William D. Adams announced last Friday that the
Colle ge will devise a group of administrators to look at the current

security issues on campus and make recommendations on how
security can be improved. The group, which according to Dean of
Students Janice Kassman , is not a task force , will report its results

in April. The results will be presented the College Affairs
Committee, members of which will then make further recommendations to President Adams and, ultimately, the Trustees.
The Echo believes that this measure as a response to the murder
of Dawn Rossi gnol has high potential for being an ineffective one.
It is the natural response of Colby 's administration to build a
t ask force for any ongoin g campus concerns , such as the Queer
Task Force and the Task Force on Statements of Value, both of
which made recommendations; the student body, however , has yet
to see results from the fruits of their labor. While these task forces
are valuable as a method of examining larger campus issues, they
require the examinati on of issues , which are often undefined.

The murder of a Colby College Student is inexpressibly tragic;
its consequences speak for themselves , and it is the job of the
College to react to those consequences. One looming message, if
any, that has stuck with Colby students in the past few weeks is

that we are not as safe as we thought we were. Tragedy can happen again.
The Echo does not criticize President Adams for seeking the
advic e of his colle agues; we are apprehensive about the amount of
time it will take for the administration's suggestions to take action.
Adams in his email to Parents and Students gave no indication as
to when this might be.
In the past, Colb y 's president has made fairly large decisions in
regards to student lif e, for which no task force or "group" was
formed to debate the issue. The recent expansion of the smoking
policy and the elimination of out-of-season practices by Adams
come to mind. If any decision can be made clearly without the
effort of a task force or recommendation by the CAC, it is deci-

sions regarding student safety, both of which were cited as reasons
for the President' s sudden decisions mentioned above.
Rossi gnol' s murder identified a parti cular need for increased

parking lot security.While it may be true that the College needs to
look at the variou s options for putting cameras and more li ghts in
the lots, it is hard to believe it will take six months to exam these
possibilities by one group alone.

The security measures the College has taken to date have been

wonderful. The increased security presence has been hugely effective, but as it costs to pay the extra officers , it seems only tempotj ary.
I The Echo encourages to student body to stay on task with the
administration. Push the administration to make these decisions
more , efficiently. Do not let the implementation of a "group"
assigned to the rethinking of security make the student community inactive in reworking our own safety.

Off-campus housing and
our on-campus problems
By BEN SHEENAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There is a growing discrepancy
between the reality of the Colby social
life and the image our deans hope to
display. As a prc-frosh in 1999, 1was
told only 30 seniors had been given
permission to live off-campus. Now,
as a senior living off-campus myself, I
am one of 180. Why this odd trend?
Why so much change in so little time?
Let us consider a recent example:
someone vomits in a senior apartment
bathroom, and in a more disturbing
incident, an air freshener was stolen.
Though many were clearly enticed by
the scmiformal taking place in Cotter,
hundreds of others, looking for another release after a week of intellectualizing, wound up in the aforementioned

apartments. Considering the apartment sponsoring this party is going to
receive punishment, we should condemn them as the reason people were
drinking on a Saturday night. How
dare they provide entertainment for
those students hoping to avoid long
taxi rides and potentially disappointing entertainment? I would assume
Security was actually bored, not having to shuttle drunkards all over the
Kennebec Valley.
I admit to sleeping belter knowing
that social life is centered less and less
around Mayflower Hill; I am sure this
means Colby students arc doing less
drinking. And when they DO, in fact,
partake, they are doing it off-campus.
The deans arc thrilled because they
have 180 potential scapegoats. If anyContinued on Page 6
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By Steven A. Weinberg
If Colby needed corporate sponsorship, there would be stiff competition
between Anheuser-Busch and L.L.
Bean. For the sake of the Waterville
ambulance services, I'd hope we went
with L.L. Bean. Beer is fun, but
nowhere near as functional as a 24hour emporium of Duck boots.
Twenty-fourhours is great, but how
great can it be an hour away? I'm lazy.
I prefer waiting for the occasional
Waterville L.L. Bean outlet extravaganza. Here, not only can I find a myriad—not a cornucopia, but a
myriad—of Duck boots and their
accessories, but also observe all walks
of life in the 200-mile radius, from the

novelty-impressed Colby student to
the flannel laden true-Mainer.
Pegging myself as a savvy shopper
would be kind of like pegging Dick
Cheney as a people person. That said,
it's still hard to beat the outlet prices.
Fly fishing shoes, in my size 13 no
less, for $4.99. It really makes me
want to learn how to fly fish, much
more than "A River Runs Through It"
ever did.

STEVEN A. WEINBERG/THE COLBY ECHO

The camouflage sale at L. L. Bean.
So last Saturday, with little else to
do besides stare at the rain, I h eaded
to the outlet on Kennedy Memorial

Drive. I didn't get there until around 3
p.m., so I had missed most of the
crowds and bargains. There was still a
pretty good showing, but nothing like
the zoo I remember from last year. It
was like walking into Soviet Russia.
Such lines!
Hunting had always struck me as a
curiosity. The zeal for being outdoors
I could understand, but generally animals frighten me. Hiking last summer
in the Shenandoah National Park, a
deer saw me and began to approach
me. "Stop?" I asked it.
Silently, with determination of a
fox, the deer persisted. "Please,
please, stop," I pleaded. Eventually,
the deer left, but the fear remains.
Luckily, L.L. Bean understands my
sheepishness. The outlet has a wide
variety of ways I can hide from the
intimidating animals before I kill
them. The coolest looking camouflage seemingly consists of fallen
leaves and grass. Like the deer, I am
Continued on Page 6

Side effects to new smoking regulations
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

Last year, smokin g regu lation s
pushed Colby smokers just outside
their doors. Certain times of day, the
stone benches of Hillside would be
crowded by smokers huddling in each
others' warmth and away from the
rain or snow. However, with this
year's new smoking regulations,
smokers have been pushed even further. As people move 25 feet further
from the doors and the accompanying
ashtrays, either laziness or complacency is taking over and they are leaving their butts on the ground.
; Last week, as I was walking to
Drummond smoking" my ' own cigarette, I noticed there was no ashtray
outside the door. For me, the obvious
solution was to extinguish my finished
cigarette and bring it inside to throw it
in the trash (making sure, of course,
that it was completely out so as not to

ignite a trash fire inside). As I was ence of littered butts, there is also an
doing so, I noticed an uncharacteristic environmental impact. First of all,
pile on the sidewalk of about 30 butts. cigarette butts are not biodegradable.
The filters are made of a plastic called
cellulose acetate that, according to
different sources, can take up to 10
years to decompose. Think of all the
cigarette butts you see on the ground
on this campus, in your hometown, or
in a city like Boston. Now consider
the fact that thousands of people are
smoking cigarettes and dropping their
butts on the ground every day, and
they really start to pile up.
In addition to the nastiness of seeing
butts all over the ground, they can wind
up in our water supply. The filter contains all the toxins and chemicals that
come from the cigarette and these will
seep out into the water.Not only can we
be directly affected by this pollution,
Most smokers don't think of their but these chemicals can also be harmful
butts as litter in the same sense as to the plants and animals that live off
other trash like cans or bottles. But in the water.Exposure to the tainted water
addition to the obvious lack of aes- can affect animals and plants. Also,
thetic appeal brought on by the pres- many animals have been known to eat

Most smokers
don't think of
their butts as litter in the same
sense as other
trash like cans or
bottles... cigarette
butts are not
biodegradable.

I'M NEVER GOINGTO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Colby Kids
I am writing my column early this
week because one of my former students, now an insurance executive in
Boston, has invited me down for the
weekend, highlighted by the Patriots
game against the Tennessee Titans on
Sunday afternoon. He's done this
before, and I am excited as I always am
by the prospect of seeing Tom Brady
pick apart the Titans' defense. Or not.
My benefactor and friend is Jeff
Baron '93, who has kept in touch consistently since he graduated. Baron
now has a lovely wife (from UVM), a
terribly cute, just-beginning-to-talk
daughter and a marvelous dog, Rosie,
who sneaks in under the covers to
snuggle me if I mistakenly leave the
bedroom door open. And Baron somehow comes up with tickets for the Pats,
the Sox and the Celtics. No Bruins yet;
Baron isn't a big hockey fan.
But I drive down, spend a wonderful weekend with the Barons (she's an
optometrist), and wonder how a
South Dakota person could get to b e
so fortunate. And I guess it's because
I teach at Colby College, a place that
attracts great undergraduates, "kids"
who stay with their teachers long
after they stride off that stage in front
of the library, switching their cap tassels to the other side to denote their
"graduate"status.
Then they go off into the big world
out there and grow up. No longer are
they the woman in the seminar who has
to
belcoaxed
into
commenting
on the
..T.,, ,.
,,,U, I , .;., •£. -...-, .
MH f l|
|
reading.
Or
the
guy
who
hovel we're
has to be coaxed into READING the
hovel we're reading. They aren't B's
anymore; they're computer wizards or
prep school teachers or advocates for
sustainable farming in Alaska or writers or salesmen (none of whom have
Continued on Page 6

LETTERS
among the content and format of our
school newspaper. The Echo, and the
Security
appreciatesColbyskip
Echo staff do not support Colby
Athletics. Colby, and almost every colTo The Colby Community,
lege and university around the world
On behalf of the Security value, diversity, and publish the posiDepartment I would like to take this tives about every different group
opportunity to thank everyone in the among the diverse student body. So, I
Colby Community for your support thought that it would be in the best
over the past few weeks. Your cards, interest of Colby and tlie Echo, for our
emails, brownies, cookies and other student newspaper to highlight the
treats have been greatly appreciated by bright spots of Colby Athletics, while
all of us in the department. We thank also reporting on the low points. This
you and look forward to working with does not happen. The Echo highlights
the failures while merely reporting on
nnd serving you in the future.
the victories of our athletes.
In Uie September 25 edition of tlie
Sincerely,
Echo,tlie Colby Field Hockey team was
Peter S. Chenevert undefeated and ranked 19 in the nation.
Director of Security Our football team had just suffered a
loss to the defending league champions,
Trinity. What docs the Echo highlight?
sportscoveragegctsayellowcmlAn article on the football team has a
I have been a reader of The Colby headline, "Football Embarrassed by
Echo for about a month now and I am Trinity." While on the bottom left corbeginning to notice a disturbing trend ner the Field Hockey team received a

Echo

brief article, and no picture, detailing
their undefeated run. So this was just
one week, but the most recent of the
Echo, further defined the £c/iois stance
on Colby Athletics. The Field Hockey
team had suffered their first defeat at

The Echo highlights the failures
while merely
reporting on the
victories of our athletes.
number 6 ranked Middlebury, while the
football team won a dramatic game, 1513, also at Middlebury, How should the
Echo report the recent victories and
defeats of our Colby Athletes? Well, the
Field Hockey team had its defeat highlighted with tlie upper half of Die paper
reporting on their loss, while tho victo-

rious football team received the bottom
left comer for their first victory.
So far these complaints have been
minimal as compared to the front page
article describing one opinion about the
problems with athletics at small, academic colleges and universities. While the
findings of the book "Reclaiming the
Game: College Sports and Educational
Values" are disputable at best, nowhere
within the article or the newspaper was
a differing opinion offered. One thing
that I have learned in my first month at
Colby is to never have any prejudice
towards anyone, except athletes. I think
that it would be best for the Echo to
revise its format for reporting on Colby
Sports, because athletics at Colby have
so much potential to provide something
for the students, faculty, and alumni to
rally around, winning teams.
Nicholas L Simon '07
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Who Wants Cake?

By Steven Weinber g
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Continued from Page 5
stupid and take the disguise as real.
Actually, the outfit is a complex
arrangement of variously colored
nylon and netting. I am so lucky no
one is hunting me in this camouflage.
If the folks at L;L. Bean thought
they had struck gold with the hunting
suits, they must have considered their
novelty snowboards akin to discovering a malleable superconductor . at
room temperature. No longer than a
grown man's forearm nor wider than
his fist, these b oards must be
designed for newborn parents looking to find more ways to spend more
money on, or injure, their baby.
Imagine the family with a Christmas
card featuring a newborn rolling
down a snowy hill still mildly
attached to a small piece of plastic.
As I have no hunting ambitions,
nor newborns to play with , I didn't
buy much of anything at the outlet.
NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BV THE ECHO,

Oral sex comp arable to intercourse

MEDICALADVICE FROM GARRISON
HEALTHCENTER

Melanie Thompson, MD, MPH

Got your attention? Oral sex can be
defined as contact of one person's
mout h (active) with the genit als of
another person (receptive) malefem ale , female-male, female-female or
male-male. True, you can't get pregnan t, however, oral sex is not an abstinent behavior and is not risk-free.
Sexual Health Update 's Fall '03
publication is devoted to oral sex and
sexu all y transmitted infections (or
STIs.) The following studies are cited
in th i s publi cat ion an d citations are
available upon request.
The practice of oral sex is fairly
common among American adults.
Approximately one quarter (27 percent) of men and one fifth of women
(19 percent) said that they participated
in oral sex the last time they had sex.
Similarly, oral sex is not imcommon
among adolescents and is especially
common among college age individuals. In a study of 545 10-12th graders,
84 percent of nonvirgins and 20 percent of virgins had participated in oral
sex. High school students in Los
Angeles County who consumed alco-

hol or used recreational drugs were
three times more likely than nonusers
to engage in oral sex, A survey of 300
sexually active college students who
volunteered to fill out a questionnaire
reported 86 percent had practiced oral
sex.
HPV (Human Papilloma Virus, the
virus associated with genital warts,)
and chlamydia are the most frequently
diagnosed STIs at Colby. They can
both be transmitted orally as can herpes, syphilis, gonorrhea and HIV.
HPV exists in over 100 types, of
which some 35 cause genital infections. Some types are more virulent
than others and only recently have

Don t wait until you
get symptoms to be
checked. A yearly
SHARE examination
is suggested for
anyone , male or
female who has
been sexually
active.
certain types been associated with
cancers of the cervix and anus.
Current evidence shows that 30-60
percent of sexually active adults are
infected with one or more of the wart

viruses. As many as 70 percent of
those infections go unrecognized.
However, even without visible symptoms—warts, for example—the virus
can be transmitted.
Chlamydia is a common bacterial
infection. It can cause inflammation
from the urethra to the epididymis in
males and from the cervix to the uterine lining and fallopian tubes in
females. Pain and or discharge in any
of these ' areas may send patients for
treatment but the infection can remain
asymptomatic (result in no symptoms)
in 20-30 percent of males and 70 percent of females. It is still transmissible,
orally or genitally, when silent.
Don't wait until you get symptoms
to be checked. A yearlySHARE examination (sexual health and reproductive
exam) is suggested for anyone, male or
female, who has been sexually active.
The examination at the Health Center
is free to Colby students. The exam
would include*some testing for sexualdy transmitted:infections:1 Your practitioner would recommend which tests
would be appropriate after evaluating
your risks.
BOTTOM LINE: "Oral sex" is sexual activity and can serve as tlie transmission route for a number of sexually
transmitted diseases. It should not be
considered a "safe" sex alternative to
penile-vaginal or penile-anal intercourse. Latex barriers (condoms or
dental dams) are recommended any
time body fluids can be exchanged.
Condoms and dams are available,
without charge, at the Health Center,

All I wanted were the extra large
wool socks they had last year, and by
the time I got there, they were gone.

The trip did prove more fun than
watching the rain... I guess!
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This child looks safe now. Just wait until he hits the slopes with his boar d. I

, ties remainstrong
BASSETT: Colbyalumnsstayin touch m'th pro f essor
Continued from Page 5

died). One guy flies for the Marines;
one woman raises money for the
Brandywine Museum in Pennsylvania;
another man runs the airport in Bangor;
another woman is TIME Magazine's
correspondent in China.
But first they get married. Each
summer, I spend a lot of time at weddings. The only one, I think, who goes
to more is Dick Whitmore, whose basketball alums breed like rabbits. He'll
attend seven or eight a summer; I hit
about six. But I am one up on Dick: I
am a notary public, and as such, I can
perform wedding ceremonies for exstudents who have their weddings in
Maine. My powers stop at the Kittery
Bridge, but I marry a student or two
every summer.
Now, no bigamist I, just a kind of
"Have notary seal, will travel" wedding planner. But the very fact that I
get to perform these important ceremonies for my Colby friends is proof

positive that the ties remain, and the
feelings that we share don 't fade
immediately. Maybe eventually, but

The very fact that
I get to perform
these [wedding]
ceremonies for my
Colby friends is
proof positive that
the ties remain.
not right after the wedding, accounting for the baby pictu res that decorate
my refrigerator.
Women are better at keeping in
touch than men, even though their
lives include big jobs AND babies.
But guys are great too. The senior
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who taught me how to run the Colby
radio station last year is up' for a visit
(well, he does have a brother here as
well), even though my Patriots fiesta
will call me away this Saturday. But
Colby kids don't just graduate and
vanish into the big world.
They stay in touch—phon e calls ,
emails, postcards (particularly from
those passing through my native state,
South Dakota), Christmas cards.
I'm getting all mushy. But it is
tremendously comforting to know that
they 're there. Not all would come up
and force me to clean out the basement , but on e did , working harder
than I to rid the space of the junk that
had been there for years. . ,,
Recall the Echo 's " Stude nts on the
Street" question about granting C. W.
Bassett some kind of super-power.
Had I MY choice, I'd claim an alarmclock kind of buzzer that would
remind alumni friends to tell Bassett
what's going on in their lives.
I'll be hercj eager to respond;' :
¦
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Continued from Page 5

nience to properly dispose of your
cigarette butt. All the dorms should be
the filters thinking they are food.
equipped with an ashtray outside their
Wc need to take a little responsibil- door. If your dorm door is not, call
ity for our actions. If you smoke, PPD to ask for an ashtray. If you are
that's fine, but it's no great inconve- walking between classes, don't just

throw it wherever. Take the time to
find a place to throw it out. If you
can't find something immediately,
there will be a proper receptacle at tlie
building you are going to. Let's try to
keep our campus clean.

OFF-CAMPUS: Where have all the seniorsgone, long timepassing...

Continued from Page 5

thing goes wrong, they can blame irresponsible seniors who, for all intents
and purposes, have no social connection to campus.
This growing discrepancy proves a
onc-sided handling of a difficult issue.
Instead of attempting to understand
Colby's social world by utilizing more
personable HRs and In-the-know students , our deans are making it clear
that off-campus social life is preferred.
They do this not by supporting offcampus houses, but by discouraging
on-campus gatherings, The epitome of
on-cumpus social life, Alfond, has
been virtually comatose, and recent
hnrsh reactions from authority will further quiet the underutilized facility.
Campus is quieting in small increments , nnd because of recent events,

there is an irrational fear of those who
live outside the bubble. In the past

Instead of attemping to und erstand
Colby 's social
world... our deans
are making it clear
that off-campus
social life is proffered.
weeks, small numbers of unidentified
local kids have been noticed in dorms
nnd nt parties. Though growing numbers of non-Colby students on campus

would prove a hassle and a potential
security risk, we have to be careful of
overreaction, We all need to remember that WHOP drivers, PPD workers
and dining hall staff, not to mention
students and professors, all live right
here in Waterville. Fear of those not
living in a dorm further separates
Colby from those of us living elsewhere, The discrepancy is not only
between image and reality; it is also
between campus and the community.
We as students need to feel as if we
arc being worked with, not against.
Since we make up the body of tlie
school, wc determine its image. The
solution will not come through leniency; the solution will come through
mutual understanding between those
in positions of authority and those of
us who merely write for the Echo.
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College Night Every Wednesday for September & October, show ID and
get two entrees the 2nd linlf price
Also enter to win a free t-shirt & complementary meal!(not including alcohol)
Sun-Monlln.rn. -8 p.nl.
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SO, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
Come and join tfo FIESTA!
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,•- Kqreafest 2003: My Korean
: 7 Mother Photo Exhibit
*
' '
7' 4 p:m. ;
Fishbowl
• SGA Film: Finding Nemo
9:30 p.m. ' Arey OOS
FRIDAY, OCT. 10
• My Colby Weekend Photo
Exhibit
• 4 p.m.
Fishbowl
• Inter national Coffee Hour
4:30 - 6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Buried Child
6 p.m.
Strider Theater
• SGAFUm: Finding Nemo
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005
SATURDAY, OCT.11
• Colby Craft Fair
10 a.m - 4 p.m.
- • returns at 1 a.m.
• Colby Improv performance
4 p.m.
Given Auditorium
• SGA Film: Finding Nemo
7 and 9:30 p.m.
Arey 005

Roots rocked Colby over weekend with lively concert
By STEVE WEINBER G
OPINIONS EDITOR

Calling the Roots .just another
hip-hop act .is kind of like calling
pulled pork just another way to eat
a pig. In a way, the description is
accurate, but it is so inadequate.
Seldom do acts as original as the
Roots come along. It's nothing new
to approach music through the format of a band, but the reverse engineering of the hip-hop sound
through a funk-jazz arrangement is
notable, Especially when you pull it
off like the Roots do. George
Clinton must be proud.
Ninety minutes of hip-hop, ro ck,
jazz and even a little bit of MOzart
brought last Saturday's crowd in the
gym to near exhaustion. The Roots'
single set wasn't terribly long, nor
followed up by any en core, but the
performers left little but their set
lists on the stage. Breathtakingly
epic solos and innovative improvisations sent not only the Roots, but
also the crowd into the kind of frenzy the gym never sees at a basketball game.
The Roots balanced their show
with recent hits such as The Seed
2.0" and standards like "The Next
Movement." New or old, every
song remained fresh.
Perhaps the most enjoyable por-

tion of the evening was towards tlie
end when bass guitarist Lenny
"Hub" Flynt, rhythm guitarist Kirk
"make your body work" Douglass
and drummer Ahmir Thompson all
soloed. Each artist took at least 10
minutes to enjoy his instrument,
leaving the audience in-—if nothing
else—awe. Every member of the
band seemed equally impressed
with his colleague's talents. The
audience easily slipped from crazy
raucous hip-hop dancing to experimental jazz.open-eyed staring as all
were consumed by the performers'
zeal.
Often times opening acts disappoint. Incongruous combinations
are infamous and run the risk of disappointing the crowd before the
main act performs. The Toots and
the Maytals were an exception
Saturday night. The reggae act
played the clever balance of audience participation and fine music
playing to a tee. Lead singer Toots
appeared to be having as much fun
on stage as the audience was having
below. Dancing about in his black
leather shirt, Toots and his Maytals
established a tough show to top.
To the delight of all concertgoers,
the Roots managed to make it clear
why they were the headline act.
A strong security presence permeated the concert and caused

"Sl ices of Lfi e brings both tears
and laugh ter to Strider Theater
By SUSAN FRANCIS
STAFF WRITER

That six plays can be acted out in
only one hour is fantastic in itself, but
that they can actually be entertaining
and well-performed is even better. The
Slices of Life Festival of 10-minute
^Ways'jpe ^^
Saturday nights in the Strider Theater
of Runnals Union were all that one
might expect, bringing laughter, tears
and much audience satisfaction.
As the lights dimmed, a woman
garbed in a black dress twittered and
moved down the aisle of the theater,
addressing audience members and
creating confusion. She climbed onto
the stage—less than gracefully—and
began to speak. "Dear theatergoers..."
The rest of the play continued as it
had begun, with a mildly unsettling
feeling throughout, as I never quite
knew what Mrs. Sorken—as the
play's sole and title character was
called—would do or say next. The
somewhat flighty woman was beautifully and convincingly portrayed by
Sarah Schleck '06, who captivated the
audience throughout the act, discussing the etymologies of drama and
theater, among other topics,
The following play, "Grim," raised

questions of religion, death , and reality in a bizarre performance. The play
was certainly interesting, but met
with mixed reactions from the audience. At the close of the play half of
the audience members laughed and
the other half mourned the loss of the
protagonist' s life.
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is difficult, given the character s commonality in popular media and horror
films. Creating a meaningful Grim
Reaper cannot have been easy, but
Skujevskis did remarkably well.
"The Little Things," by Mike
Hepburn '04, was a bit of a disappointment, with a ciich<£d theme and

ERIN RHODA/THE COW ECHO

Brad Seymour '04 and Lijah Barasz '06 shine in "The Perfect Date. "
The title character, portrayed by
Maris Skujevskis '07, was a particularly well-acted part. To play a convincing depiction of tlie Grim Reaper

few reactions from the audience.
Ultimately, although it was acted well
Continued on Page 8

Vorzca jazz trio proves high-energy treat
By All BARUTCUO GLU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As tlie audience took their seats in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse, those not
familiar with the Vorczatrio were probably expecting to hear a mellow
"piano-based jazz trio," ns tlie publicity
posters promised. In fact, the Vorcza
Trio from Vermont has their roots in
j azz , but their music has the energy of a
full-blown rock band.
Composed of bassist Robinson
Morse, drummer Gabc Jnrrett and Ray
Pncz kowsk i, who kept switching
between his Hammond organ, clavinct
and Rhodes, tlie band played some very
orig inal music that combined jazz,
Latin and blues textures, The sounds
they created were sometimes spacey,
sometimes funky, but always driving,
Tho Vorcza Trio is touring in support
of their debut album Maximalist. They
will surely gain new fans in tlie near
future , because live shows are clearly
thoir forte. Paczkowski, who is also tlio
keys player for tlie Trey Anastasio
(Phlsh) Band, often led the trio, but tlio
oilier two members were not hesitant at
all to toke the spotlight on occasion.
j\ Thei thrcVmusicians showed groat
virtuosity at their instruments, wh ich
was ft delight for the oyesns well as for
the ears. They proved that they could

produce a very full sound with just
three or four instruments and not get
repetitive in the process.
After the first few songs, it became
apparent that this was going to be a

MEI.ISBA POUUN/riK COUW T.CM0

Vorzcajazz trio performs Friday.

high-energy concert, Instead of gradually tiring, the band seemed to piny
every now song with increased vigor,
thanks partly to tho audience's growing
enthusiasm. Cheers accompanied
Jnrrctt's dram solos and applause rose
not only when a song ended, but after
every section of a song.
The band was amazingly tight for an
improvisatioiial ensemble, to tlie point
thnt it seemed like each member anticipated every note Uie others played.
Although the band often relied on

improvisation, they avoided the trap of
making the pieces sound like endless
solos that went nowhere taken in turn
by the members. On the contrary, all
the songs had their own distinctive
structure and feel.
The interaction throughout the concert was great, both between the band
and the audience, and between the
members of the trio. The band's
immense energy wns soon shared by
the whole crowd. Part of the reason the
band wns so successful in winning the
audience was the accessibility of their
music. Despite the complex harmonics
nnd meters they used, the sound wns
not lost in a world of music theory—
you could always tap your foot to the
lively bent,
Vorcza had everything you could
expect from a three-piece instnimcntnl
band. One can 't help but wonder,
though, how the band would sound
with vocals. Since the band is already
grounded in strong nnd ncccssible
rhythms, Vocals on some songs would
clash with the band's current direction,
As they proved with thoir music, tlie
members of Vorczn nro not musically
closed-minded and tljey are' not afraid
to experiment 7 with new ideas.
Wherever they choose to go from here,
tho Vorcza Trio has the talent nnd passion to help them get there,

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

The Roots rocked Wadsworth Gymnasium on Saturday night with lively jazz-inspired hip-hop music.
some difficulties in entering. All
those unluckily positioned in the
lobby of the gym around 9:15 p.m.
know all too well how many people
cannot fit in there. Upon entering, it
was relieving to see many others
still outside and terrifying to see

numerous knives confiscated by
Colby Security. Apparently some
people wanted to do some whittling
while they enjoyed the show.
A firm improvement from last
fall's big con cert, J urassic 5, the
Roots set a new standard for acts to

follow. Waterville, Me. certainly is
out of the way for big na m e act s, let
alone Grammy winning artists, to
travel to. The Roots showed they
would not only make the trek, but
also make it worthwhile.

Beer Review
"FREEDOM! "
Battle of the English and the Scottish beers
By BILL YOUNKER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

.;. Jn .lig ht of the rece nt cold weather and rain , we
de$id,ed.;itJ w.Qu. ldj beiappfcQp.ciate to saniple'beefs' From
EnglandfiandtScDtlahdiinniaYbattle of. theyhSers; that
would ;make . William' Wallace—or Mel Gibson—
proud. This week's voluntee r panel , con sisting of
Daniel Do n ov an '04, K earney Sha n aha n '04 and Will
va n der Veen '05 , used their beer tasting expertise to
co m pare Sa m uel S m ith' s Nut Brown Ale and
McEwan's Scotch Ale.
The E nglish Sa m uel
S m ith's,
br ewed
at
Oldest
"Yorkshi r e 's
Brewery," established in
1758 , was the first brew
sampled.
Donovan started, "I really
like the nutty aftertaste , but
t h is f oil wr appe r on top is
detracting from the beer 's
taste."
Van der veen also found
the foil wrap to be troubli ng, saying, "Yeah, y £.£j
:
it like gets all up in tMi^.
'iffA ' »«'V|l
i
your mouth . It almost [y /fiS
adds a metallic taste. k:.i; '\M
There 's no reason a j
beer should have a
metallic taste. That 's
really messed up."
S ee i n g his f ellow
samplers ' frustration
wit
the
brew,
Shanahan offered a
simple
solution:
"Why don 't wc just
peel the foil off?"
And they did.
After the foil debacle, van der Veen had
more to add. "I love
the aroma when it's
first opened," he said, •
Both Donovan and
Shanahan agreed,
Von der Veen then
fli pped our baseline
beer on its bond.
Instead of comparing
tho boor to N atty (wc
had noticed that Bassett had
noticed our rcoccurring theme), vnn der Veen wont nil
out, comparing the brew to the real champion of
boors—oddly enough , from Ireland.
"It actually reminds me of Guinness ," he snid.
Donovnn was inclined to agree with van dor Veen,
for tho most port. "Yeah, it's definitely smooth , but not
creniny, just smooth ," ho said.
Shnnnhan followed Donovan 's lend, stating, "It
docs have n slightly similar nftortnsto , but it doesn 't
have tho filling taste or the boldness of Guinness."
Alter tho Snniuol Smith's was emptied, the pnnol sot
aside their English accents, put on their kilts and
opened up the McEwnn 's brow, which hails from
Scotland. Although McEwan 's brewery wasn 't established until 1856, it did claim to bo brewed by "her

Majesty Queen Elizabeth 11 Brewers " Our panelists
wanted to see if this beer was fit for a queen.
Shanahan offe r ed his op inion first. "Wow. This is
reall y strong. The flavor and carbonation are almost
' overpowering," he^said.;;, .• he '
had the: ans wer'for;the
"j.r,;:Vjan; dec^een believed
brew 's stre n gth , "I think it's because it's eight percent
[alcohol content]."
Do n ovan 's interest was piqued. "Reall y? Eight percent? Damn. That 's like getting two beers in one. But
this beer does n 't smell good at all and I find the aftertaste to be too sweet. The initial taste is just OK, but
the eight percent is killer," he said.
Van der Veen also had
mixed feelings about the
beer 's unique aftertaste.
"The aftertaste is a bit
funky—it 's n ot a s good
as the i n itial taste , bu t I
think that 's tr u e f or most
beers. But it does have a
s tr o n g bite right w he n
yo u f i r st si p it , and I think
that helps p rep ar e you f or
the st r on g f la v o r," he
said.
It appears th at on ce
agai n, our panelists
j.
had a difficult time
reaching a unanimous decision.
An g l o p h i l e s
Shanahan
and
Donovan , bot h
preferred
the
Samuel Smith's
Nut Drown Ale,
citing its smooth
texture ,
nutty
aftertaste , and
pleasant aroma as
strengths of the
beer.
Van der Veen,
desp ite his bold
earlier comparison of
the
Samuel Smith' s
brew to Irish
Guinness , ulti mately decided
thnt ho sided with
the McEwnn 's. Ho
found the McEwnn 's
more refreshing nnd ,
despite its strong taste and high alcohol percentage ,
vnn der Vcon thought the McEwnn 's sat lighter in his
stomach.
With two out of three ,of tho panelists favoring
Samuel Smith' s, it looks like the English have won
this week's contest, However, ns the McEwan 's brew
didn 't meet with terrible reviews, It's rcnlly n tough
call to make,
All of the panelists did agree with each other, however, thnt thoso were not some of the best beers thoy
huvo sampled nnd will probably look elsewhere In tho
beer store for nn English—or Scottish—(rent in tho
nituro.

Legit or not, hypnotist Taubman

• SPOTLIGHT ON THE ' A RTS ' .
^
——
—

brings hysterics to Pa ge Commons
By MICHAEL GREENBERG
STAFF WRITER

Hypnotist Steve Taubman opened
his show Friday in Page Commons,
soliciting the audience by jokingly
asking, "How many of you think this is
a crock?" Judging from the light
applause, not too many skeptics
attended the show, and by the end of
his nearly two-hour program, Taubman
delivered if not an entirely convincing,
certainly a very humorous and entirely
entertaining evening.
Taubman began his program with a
disclaimer, saying that even under
hypnosis, he could not make anyone
go against moral or ethical beliefs. Of

owls amongst us! After Taubman's
brief remarks, he went straight to work
on his selected so-called victims.
Despite die rather lengthy amount
of time Taubman spent putting his participants into a deeply relaxed state,
including the use of some really sappy
piano music, the rest of his show was
fast-paced, raucous and energetic.
Taking the participants on a journey
from the extreme heat of a beach to an
arctic freeze, Taubman amused all in
attendance with the physical humor of
watching people strip layers of clothing, scratch an imaginary sunburn, and
subsequently bundle up tightly, including often clinging to one another to

spray,he smelled like hummus.
In the end, Taubman's volunteers,
particularly those who were visibly
under his control, were reduced to the
sorry state of being unable to remember their own names, talking to the
President on a shoe phone (belonging
to an audience member), and going to
sleep at the snap of a finger or a highfive. For certain individuals, the hysterics went further, as one male
participant went into labor, while
another repeatedly handed Taubman
his wallet. A third took off his shirt and
acted like Tarzan, pounding his chest.
One female participant experienced
the joy of finding her lost bellybutton,

Making his pitch
for being hypnotized , Taubman
said not only is
it " really cool"
but it can help
one get rid of
fears .
LAUREL GABLER/THE COLBY ECHO

course, he added, "What if you don't
have any moral or ethical beliefs?"
Thankfully, or perhaps not so thankfully for the blackmailers on campus,
none of the nineteen participants in
Taubman's demonstration disgraced
themselves too badly.
Making his pitch for being hypnotized, Taubman said that it is not only
"really cool," but it also can help one
get rid of fears. Also, according to
Taubman, one horn of hypnosis is
apparently equal to four hours of sleep,
a major plus for all those Friday night

:"\

.

Steve Taubma n puts Colby students under his spell on Friday night.
cope with the supposedly "rapidly
dropping temperatures."
In another sketch involving a
wretched smell, triggered by the words
"Pepto Bismol," Taubman calmed his
participants with a "spray bottle"
(actually the remote control for his
sound system) designed to make someone smell like their favorite odor.
Oddly, to the audience's laughter
and puzzlement, one hypnotized student exclaimed that after receiving the

'

-i

,,-m*W>hiW.
^^%ssj'*
'

~A

thanking Taubman with a hug.
Finally, to avoid any lawsuits,
Taubman brought the participants into
the Fish Bowl for a private moment,
mostly to make sure they could not be
controlled by their peers and could
remember their own names again. The
audience left amidst much discussion,
and the consensus seemed to be that
crock or not, Taubman certainly
brought one of the fiinniest acts of the
fall to Colby.
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By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EDIT OR

• In the world of art at Colby,
Josh McConnell '04 is a quiet
but exceptional and unconventional student An * art history
majorj McConnell is also pursuing an independent . double
major in medieval and renaissance studies, a program undertaken by very-few students. .
"I decided to apply for the
medieval and - renaissance
major in my j unior year ,"
McConnell said. "I realiz ed
that there was just a lot of interconnection between what I was
doing in my work in art history
and the art and architecture of
the renaissance period."
In art history, McConnell
focuses on nor thern renaissance
'
LAUREL GABLER/THE COLBY ECHO
.
art. "That's northern as Josh McConnell '04 is a quiet but talented art historian.
opposed
to
the • Italian
whole lot of research and learnRenaissance ,"
he
said. widely distributed publications.
"Germany, the Netherlands, that
McConnell said he became ing all there is about the different
interested in engravings during people who have done research
kind of thing."
McConnell said that as he has his sophomore year at Colby, in this field before," he said of
pursued these studies, he has when he took a museum seminar the yearlong undertaking. "I'll
found that medieval and renais- class with Associate Professor of get more into actually writing the
sance studies are deeply inter- Art and Art Department Chair paper next semester."
In addition to his own research
twined with the art he was Veronique Plesch and James M.
looking at.
Gillespie Professor of Art work, McConnell also works for
Plesch as her research assistant.
"You can't really understand Michael Marlais.
art of this time without under"I did a project displaying a "Right now I'm helping her
standing medieval society," book of early prints in that research a book she's working on
McConnell said. "The two areas class " McConnell said. . "I got about Passion cycles in the
really go hand-in-hand."
into prints and printmaking from Alps," he said. "And I help preTo that end, McConnell is that, and then it led to engrav- pare handouts and things for lecundertaking an independent ings, which is what I'm working tures, too."
McConnell is also in the
research project for his senior on right now."
year. "I'm looking at early northMcConnell said that his focus process of deciding what to do
ern engravings," he said, refer- is more on the scholarly aspect of after graduation in May. "I' m
ring to a popular illustration the art and that he does not do applying to graduate schools
right now," he said. "I think I'd
method in early medieval and much studio work of his own.
renaissance books and other
"Right now I'm just doing a really like to be a professor."

WEfrflmle

playsmoveaudience
by leads Aaron Charniak '05 and Brad
Seymour '04 , the play was doomed
from the start and did not succeed.
"Andr e's Mother" and "Lives of
the Great Waitresses," were both fabulous, both drawing on the sympathy
of the audience. The first dealt with
issues of relationships and families

torn asunder by expectations and

fear. The scene took place after

Andre 's fiineral, after any damaged

relationship could be repaired. It had
the added tension of a lesbian relationship of which Andre 's mother
was expected to disapprove.
"Lives of the Great Waitresses "
also dealt with expectations, although
in a sli ghtly more comic fashion.
Both this play and "Andre's Mother "
were successful in connecting characters with the audience.
"The Perfect Date," written by
Breilyn Brantley '04, was perhaps
the best of the evening's performances , drawing laughs from the
audience as well as eliciting sympathy and arousing thought. All three
actors—Seymour, Lijah Barasz '06
and Katie Hnmm '06—were impeccable in their rolls , nnd the nudience
could relate well to the actual situation of the play—a phone number
given out in a caf6, a date arranged
for the evening, the anticipation , the
stories shared with a friend.
All told , the evening was a definite
success from everyone's perspective,
While it mny not have been the best
evening of my life it was certainly an
entertaining one, spent with a cast of
believable characters and surrounded
by friends.
wmmmmmmummmmmmmm
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€ IX Review
Tne New Amsterdams.
"Worse f or the Wear"
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

Matthew Pryor is a fortunate man
in that not only does he get to
express himself through tlie emotionally charged punk group the Get
Up Kids, but he is also able to spend
his free time exploring the lighter
side of music with the New
Amsterdams. With the Get Up Kids'
new record in production now, Pryor
found time to write the songs for a
new album by his side project, a
much-anticipated follow-up to
20 03' s "Para Toda Vida."
"Worse for the Wear ," the third

This record is
written solely by
Pryor , and this
multi-talented
musician plays
most of the instruments on the
record.
album under the New Amsterdam's
moniker, is more musically full than
former efforts. Pryor 's first two
albums have sparse instrumentation,
wilh most of the music left up to
Pryor and his acoustic guitar, with
rare accents of pinno, drums, or
bass. The album opens with a short
introduction called "Vignette," a
beautiful instrumental played on an
old pump organ thnt Pryor purchased at a garage sale. The title is
fitting for the introduction to an
nlbum full of musical snapshots of
nnd older nnd wiser Pryor.
In comparing this music to his
older works , one notices thnt the
songs nro generally more upliftin g.
Though Pryor still writes with tho
same sense of nostnlgin, his now
nlbum has the reminiscent feel of a
mnture man 's observations on life,
while the older material comes off
as downright depressing.
One example of this is tlio ballad
"From California ," on which he

Tho New Amsterdams
Worse for t he Wear
Merge Records
sings "As heavy as all this is weighin g me/ Believe in the wor d s I am
pr omising/ I'm still here for her. The
distance is only an ob stacle/ Hardly
a match for a miracl e/ I' m finally
ready to go to California." Backe d
by his chorus of la 's and da 's, he
takes a realist standpoint , saying,
"wc only can play the cards the dealer dealt us."
This son g is one of the more laid
back, with the other end of the spectrum bein g "Hover Near Fame ," a
piano nnd bass driven simple tunc
that pays tribute to n favorite bar in
New York City. Simple is an important word here , because while the
instrumentation is expanded , most
of the songs follow a very set pop
chord progression with fairly predictable but cntchy melodies. Pryor
makes up for this by experimentin g
with mcllotron , organ , piano, drums ,
bass , lap steel , nnd banjo to complement the acoustic nnd electric guitars. He recruited Robert and Rynn
Pope , of the Get Up Kids , as well as
Ed Rose to assist him with the playing of most numbers.
Don 't be misled , however; this
record is written solely by Pryor,
nnd this multi-talented musician
plays most of the instruments on the
new record.
As a whole , the album is not perfect , nor is it n great work. To many
it may end up being a letdown in
comparison to the earlier works thnt
resonate so soundly with thoso who
enjoyed It, However it is certainly a
good album with both universal nnd
personal perspective and enjoyable
music to match it.

/thirteen" p aints dramatic and
disturbing p ortr aitof youth today

"The Picture of Dorian Gray:"lies, sex
and destruction in Victorian England

By EMMA 'M cCANDLESS

By EMMA McCANDLESS

' The inovie's poster sells "Thirteen"
as a film about friendship-two
smiling
©ns, their faces pressed close together,
stick out their newly-pierced tongues
atthe viewer and smile a little smugly.
But once youj-get inside.the theater,
^
'•Thirteen
'? proves to be a powerful and
deeply\disturbing commentary on the
lives of adolescents today.
The action of the film centers
around Tracy (Evan Rachel Wood), a
bright and; talented girl just entering
the exciting and fri ghtening world of
being a teenager. Tracy is a typical
"good girl," but she remains a mystery
to her bereft mother Melanie, played to
perfection by Holly Hunter. Gradually,
Tracyfalls under the intoxicatinginterest of a more worldly, more popular
peer, Evie (Nikki Reed) Tracy's
descent into Evie's world of drugs, sex
and danger turns this film into a tragic
and exceptionally moving drama.
The script is quite impressive, particularly given that it was co-written
by Reed and director Catherine
Hardwicke. The writing rings with
authenticity the whole way through;
this may be due to the fact that the
script is loosely based on Reed's own
experiences at age 13. Given Reed's
remarkably young age, the film 's success seems even more of a feat.
The entire cast does a fantasticjob of
bringingthe raw emotion of the script to
life. Hunter in particular is outstanding
as the unglamorous, clueless Melanie.
Wood and Reed are also good, and
Wood's acting makes Tracy's transformation extremely horrifying and emotionallypainful to watch.
The filming keeps the audience
mindful of the chaotic themes the film

Rumors, secrets, gossip, parties
every weekend (and some weeknights), drinking, sex—living a life
utterly liberated from conventional
morality and society. The world
depicted in Oscar Wilde's bestknown novel, "The Picture of
Dorian Gray" could very well be
located on Mayflower Hill rather
than in Victorian England, making it
particularly timely and intriguing.
In the novel, Wilde offers a portrait—both literal and figurative—
of a young man who is spoiled and
ultimately ruined by being liberated
from the consequences of his
actions. Dorian Gray is young,
innocent and "unstained" by the
world. When his good friend and
ardent admirer, Basil Hallward,
paints a portrait—in which Dorian is
idealized almost to the point of
being a god (indeed, Basil admits
more than once to "worshipping"
him)—the egotistic young man
wishes that the portrait, rather than
he, could grow old and wither away.
Inexplicably, his wish is granted,
and Dorian—willingly or not—
trades his soul for eternal youth and
exquisite beauty.
In a plot that many critics have
described—not undeservingly—as
Faustian, Dorian is gradually drawn
away from his innocence and purity
by the worldy and corrupt Lord
Henry Wotton. His life turns into a
tempest of deception and debauchery—lies, sex and even murder. His
crimes begin with the spurning and
ultimate destruction of an innocent
girl and get worse from there. Each
time Dorian sins, his portrait grows

,. y;
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"Thirteen " is a disturbing drama about the lives of teenagers today.
deals with. Hardwicke made the interesting decision to film with a handheld camera, and the effect is to make
th e audience feel physically queasy
even as Tracy and Evie's troubled
lives make them emotionally sick.
However, tlie overall narrative of
the film feels a little choppy. There is
no real "flow" to the scenes and they
feel more anecdotal than part of a
cohesive story. Also, as the film goes
on and Tracy's life takes one tragic
turn after another, many viewers may
begin to feel emotionally and aesthetically overwhelmed.
Perhaps the most disturbing thing
about "Thirteen" is that the film gives
such a realistic and shocking portrayal of the lives of teenagers today. It is
disconcerting to realize that Evie and
Tracy are dealing with such deeply

emotional issues at such a young age.
The film truly shatters any trace of
idealism viewers might cling to.
The film's weakest point was the
speed with which Tracy goes from being
a sweet straight-A student and a loving
daughter to a foul-mouthed, motherbashing renegade who cuts class and
hates adults. From the moment she first
meets Evie, Tracy never seems to look
back. No wonder her mother is so
bewildered by her transformation.
Despite these flaws, "Thirteen"
remains an intense and dramatic portrait of what life is like for many
young teenagers today.It is not for the
faint of heart, but the overpowering
emotions it brings out make it unsettling and unforgettable for anyone
who does brave the theater.

Oscar Wilde
The Picture of Dorian Gray

older, and uglier, revealing the corruption of his soul, while on the outside he remains as youthful and
beautiful as ever.
Wilde, a notorious flamboyant
and socially rebellious man in his
time, wrote his masterpiece with an
incredibly insightful but dark and
subversive sense of humor.
Throughout the novel, Wotton
seems to work as Wilde's mouthpiece, giving voice to the author 's
unconventional ideas about morality. However, Wilde himself turns
that voice on its head by making
Wotton the villain of the piece.
The novel stands today as a very
ironic view of narcissism, materialism, greed and desire. Dorian is
destroyed by his very beauty, his
egotistical, narcissistic love of himself, and the vices that bring about
his downfall are displayed in his
portrait for all to see.
Wilde s writing, his characters
an d sce n es , are perfect. The
exchanges between the main characters are excellent, managing, as
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Wilde always does, to be extremely
funny and deeply insightful at the
same time. His trademark wit and
disdain for the repressive Victorian
society around him come through in
virtually every line. Wilde brings
the corruption and hypocrisy in the
English upper class to perfect light.
Contrary to what readers may
expect from such a description,
"The Picture of Dorain Gray" is not
a moralizing story. Wilde is not a
man to preach. Rather, this work is
a fiery, uninhibited exposition of
the ugly side of humanity and what
results it can lead to when it
remains unchecked by any consequences. To be rich, beautiful and
eternally young is a sure way to
ultimate destruction and damnation,
Wilde seems to say.
So pick up "The Picture of
Dorian Gray" and follow Dorian,
Wotton and Wilde to the theater, the
op era, the whorehouse. You'll be
praying to age gracefully long
before you've finished the book.
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Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine!
Get hooked up with Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from 15 of the hottest destinations. Book early for FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS, and
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve online or view
our , Photo Gallery, visit www.s'i^entcity.com or Call 1888-SPRINGBREAK!
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Wilde, a notorious, flamboya nt
and socially
rebellious man
in his time,
wrote this novel
with a dark and
subversive
sense of humor.
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Hit the ball toueh em' all

Women s soccer soundly handles Wesleyan 3-1
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
STAFF WRITER .

Colby women's soccer (4-2-1) took
the field in Middletowh, Conn, at
11a.m. Saturday ready to battle the
Wesleyan University Cardinals (0-3-0)
for the number nine spot in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference. Despite the cold wind and
heavy rain, the Mules managed to
maintain a tie score of 0-6 at the end of
the first half. After some time to
regroup at halfhme, Liz Morbeck '07
scored her fourth goal of the season just
42 seconds into the second half with an
assist from Christina Andaya '05.
Morbeck's goal helped to motivate the
Mules for the remainder of the half.
"The Wesleyan game was a much
needed NESCAC win for our team
and a great way to start off our long
weekend. Though we had some great
combinations along the sidelines and a
few scoring opportunities, the first
half felt a bit unorganized and we

were still getting used to the bouncy
surface," Scarlett Slenker '05 said.
' "But in the second half we were
able to settle down and play our game
with confidence and things started to
fall into place," she continued. "It was
great to change the pace of the game
right off the bat in the second half with
the goal by Morbeck, it set the tone for
the rest of the half."
With 21 minutes left in the game
Libba Cox '07 scored the game-winning goal with the help of a pass from
Slenker. Even with the lead, the Mules
retained their intensity as Laura
Williamson '07 scored another goal
for Colby at the 5:40 mark.
The tone of the game took a devastating turn for the Mules when goalkeeper Liza Benson '07 was
red-carded and forced to leave the
game after retaliating • with a body
check when a Wesleyan player cleated
her with 2:52 left in the second half.
Goalkeeper
and
Tri-Captain
Elizabeth Riley '05 took Benson's
place in net and had to defend the

Cardinals penalty shot. Riley, coming
in cold, got her fingertips on the ball
but it was not enough as Wesleyan got
on the board with a goal. However,
Riley and the Mules rallied back as she
made one final save to keep the final
score at 3-1. Benson had made four
key saves to help give Colby the win
before she was ejected.
After a night of rest, the Colby Mules
traveled to play the Williams College
Ephs Sunday in Williamstown, Mass. at
11 'aim. The Ephs are the number one
team in the NESCAC with an overall
record of 6-2-1, having beat the Bates
College Bobcats with a score of 3-1 the
day before. Both teams were tired after
the games of the previous day, but it
was the Ephs took the victory.
| Not about to give up their top spot,
(Williams came out strong scoring two
'goals in two minutes of the first half of
the game. Then at the 24:02 mark, the
Ephs scored another goal to give them
a 0-3 lead over the Mules at the end of
the first half.
Going into the second half Williams

was on fire as they scored another goal
six minutes into the half to bring them
to a 4-0 lead. The Mules managed to
hold that score for the remainder of
the game as Riley had five saves for
the Mules.
Colby is gearing up for the greatly
anticipated home game against the
sixth place NESCAC team, the
Amherst College Lord Jeffs (5-3-1)
for Family Homecoming Weekend
this Saturday at 11 a.m. Competition
should be fierce since the Jeffs came
out of this past weekend with a
shutout win Over the Middlebury
College Panthers. 7
"We're really looking forward to
Amherst next weekend; Hopefully all
aspects of our game will come together and we can get a few more big
NESCAC wins under our belts and be
a threat for the post-season," Slenker
said. "We believe we have what it
takes to be a strong contender in the
conference and hopefully next weekend we can show that."

Field main tenance preserv es high standards
By ALEXA UNDAUER
STAFF WRITER

Due to Keith Stockford, the Physical
Plant Department's grounds and moving supervisor, and his crew of 12
groundskeepers, Colby's student-athletes compete on immaculately
groomed fields regardless of weather
conditions, preserving our picturesque
campus. Much of their time is devoted
to maintaining over 50 acres of playing
fields. Each field has specific conditions and special considerations
depending on the weather and the sport
that uses it.
For example, cutting the grass on
athletic fields is an involved process. A
special lawn mower is used, and the
height of the turf is carefully monitored
and cut depending on the sport. While
the campus green is cut to three inches,
playing fields are kept much shorter to
allow balls to roll with greater ease.
Crafts Field, home to the field hockey team, is the imost critical; !and must
be mowed every'Other day to maintain
a height of one inch. The surface of a
field hockey field greatly influences
how the game is played. The grass on
football and soccer fields are also
groomed to a specific height, though

not as short as field hockey.
In the spring, PPD employees drag
and condition the infields of the softball and baseball diamonds once a day
during the season, and each field is aerated, thatched and fertilized several
times a year. Additionally, in order to
ensure that fields are lush and that the
grass is full, a machine called a "sliceand-seed" is used periodically to slice
groves and drop seeds into those
grooves. The grass is then watered
through in-ground irrigation systems
on the soccer, field hockey and softball
fields and portable systems are used for
all other fields.
The extensive equipment and supplies cost a large amount of money.
Stockford estimated equipment costs to
be $7,000, while grass seed can up to
$4,000 depending on the need. "I buy
about a ton of grass seed a year,"
Stockford explained.
Dean Northup, a groundskeeper who
is in charge of the lines and painting,
estimates .that, .over a , period ; of .only
three days last week, 500 gallons of
paint are used on the 'football, field
hockey and soccer fields. Colby usually
averages 1,500 gallons of paint per year
(white and blue) in addition to aerosol
cans and three miles of string is used to
keep lines straight on the baseball fields.

Lines need to be repainted weekly."I try
to stay on top of it,"Northup said. Each
year the design on the football field is
drawn with the aid of a large stencil,
although it used to be done freehand. In
regards to the pattern in the end zones,
Stockford said, "some years we decide
what we put in it. Some years the football coach decides."
Fields can easily be ruined during
the spring mud season, which happened
to Runnals Field last spring, causing
the College to rejuvenate it. According
to Stockford, it is ultimately his call in
coordination with the athletic director

as to whether a field is playable. When
fields are too wet, playing on them
risks mining the field and causes injury
to the athletes. A product called Turface
is used, which is a highly absorbent
drying agent that acts as a quick fix to a
mud problem.
Colby's
team
of
devoted
groundskeepers spends vast amounts of
time and expertise providing studentathletes with the best-possible athletic
fields. On a campus that is as sports-oriented as Colby tends to be, such hard
work is essential.

SASHA SCHROEDER/THE COLBY ECHO

Thousands of dollars and hours of work are spent on Colbyfieldseach week.

VOLLEYBALL : Williams a threat for first place Golf wins Colby Classic at
Continued from Page 12
a hard time stopping Plymouth's middle hitters, a skill at which Colby is
usually adept. "They were a bit
unorthodox," Parent explained, "and
they had a left-handed middle."
Off ensively, the Mules did a good
job. Schroeder racked up the most kills
(19) with Julie Hike '07 behind her with
15. Captain Alyssa Henley '04 and
Devlin had three service aces each and
for the second game in a row Radcliffe
posted the most digs with 33.
"Overall, our defensive transition
and b locking was not near as strong as
we typically are. [Plymouth] dug the
ball very well and were good at tooling
the block ," Parent said,
Colby salvaged tlie weekend with a
decisive 3-0 win (30-19, 30-15, 30-27)
over Bowdoin. However, this match
does not figure into New England Small
College Athletic Conference standings.
The Mules ' home matches against botli
Bates and Bowdoin Oct , 18 will count
towards conference rankings.
The Mules'attack was very well bal-

anced with no single player garnering a

solid majority of the kills. Abby Stella
'04 nnd Devlin each had eight, Hike
slammed six home, Kim Prcscott '04
and Knitlin Adams '06 each had five
with the rest of the 47 total kills spread
among their teammates,
"We rebounded from a bad
Pl ymouth loss to beat Bowdoin like we
should ," Parent said.
At setter, Prcscott broke two school
records lust weekend. She broke tlio

career assist record at Colby and set a

single-match record against MIT with
55 assists in four gomes. Prescott now
has over 3,000 career assists, For her
efforts she wns nomed to the nlI-tourna>
ment team ,
At the approximate midpoint of their
season, Colby volleyball tops the
NESCAC in many statistical categories. Tho Mules lead the conference
in service nccs with n team total of 217,
in kills with a total of 931, nnd has the

conference's second highest hitting percentage at .305. Individually, Cleaver is
fourth in kills with 208 total, and a 3.92
per-game average. Schroeder is third in
hitting with 123 kills and apercentage of
.352, while Henley is tenth with 157
kills and a .310 percentage. Prescott's
impressive numbers include 708 assists
to lift her to second in NESCAC along
with the leading amount of service aces
at 72.
This weekend , the Mules must travel
to Bates again to take on Hamilton
College, Williams College and
Middlebury College. Williams shares
the top spot in NESCAC with Colby and
Bates. The Ephs have strong hitting
skills (.296) and the Mules will have to
watch Joyia Chadwick '05 who has

We rebounded
from a bad
Plymouth loss
to beat Bowdoin
like we should .
Candice Parent
Head Coach

made 238 kills so far this season,

Williams has a strong defense to back

up their offensive prowess. Hopefully
the Mules will bo able to work around
Robin Young '05, who leads the conference in digs with 294.
Hamilton and Middlebury present
lesser challen ges, but both teams hnve
their specialties , Hamilton 's greatest
strength is their servo wltli Melissa Stoos
'04 at 27 service aces, Middlcbury's
blocking ifj strong with 69 total, 35 contributed by Dunicllo Bonlfello '04.
This NESCAC weekend is an
important stepping-stone in tho Mules *
postseason designs,

Waterville Country Club
By LARRY DAGROSA
STAF WRITER

The Colby golf team looked to

improve their record this week by
playing three tournaments in only five
days.
The Mules traveled to the Belgrade
Lakes Golf Club Oct. 1 to play in the
University of Maine-Farmington
Invitational. Along with UMF, the

Mules faced another strong group of

teams including St. Joseph's and
Husson Colleges, Once again, Colby
could not keep pace with Husson, who
took the tournament, followed closely
by the second-place Monks. The
Mules finished seventh of eight teams,
but due to tlie tournaments tee time,
mid-week and during classes, only
two of Colby 's top five players made
the trip. Those who did had a great
time playing at one of the top courses
in the country.
"It's awesome to play down at
Belgrade,".Co-Captain Bill Younkcr '04
said. "It's more titan a hundred dollars a
round to play there normally, so it's
always fun to play a tournoment there."
On Saturday the Mules hosted the
CBB championshi p at the Waterville
Country Club. After nine holes the
Bates College Bobcats lend tlto pack
with 212 followed by Bowdoin
College and Colby who scored 216
nnd 221 respectively. Younkcr led
tho Mules with a 42 on the front nine.
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David Salmon '06 shot a .43, David
Wahl '07 shot a 44 and Matt
Aschaffenburg '06, Greg Dupuy '04
an d Eric Legere '07 all shot 46.
Without rain the tournament could

have surely had a different outcome

with tlie total difference between first
and third place only bein g nine
strokes after only nine holes. "It's not
so much the cold or the rain , but the
wind that threw everyone. You really
had no idea where the ball was going
to end up, everyone played consistently bad ," Younker said.
On Sunday the Mules got another
crack on their home links by hosting
the Colby Classic at the Waterville
Country Club. On this beautiful fall
day in Maine, Colby went out to
have some fun , and they did. The
tournament proved to be their first
tournament win of the season,
defeating UMF, Bates and Bowdoin,
With n convincing fashion Dupuy
and Salmon lead the Mules to victory by 10 strokes. "We all played really well," Younker said.
This Friday the Mules look to
keep up their momentum at their
final tournament of the season , the
Southern Maine Quad meet. This
unorthodox five-person team scramble will surely see some low scores
and the Colby hope to take advantage of their depth and close their
season off with another great round.
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sy, I'm giving you controversy.

EAT THESPREAD
By Cliff White

Welcome back to my-column, all
you diehard Eat the Spread Fans. I
thank everyone who applauds me as
I walk into dining halls, and to the
loyalists who have been kind enough
to leave flowers and monetary gifts
outside my dorm room. Thank you. I
can only say that I will continue to
try my hardest to provide you with
printed entertainment, unless it interferes with Yankees playoff games.
Without further ado, I present to
you the Parent's Weekend edition of
what I like to refer to as "The Best
Column Ever Written." So my prediction turned out right: the San
Francisco Giants lost in the first
round. And someone who shall
remain anonymous owes me a large
chunk of money, on top of having to
perform a very humiliating task
involving nakedness and walking
around campus, but you didn't hear
it from me.
Also, on a more surprising note,
the lovable Cubbies managed to take
out the despicable Braves. How frustrated are Braves fans right now? In a
word— very, very, extremely, maddeningly Wile E. Coyote frustrated. It
just seems that the Braves never have
the winning spirit in them. They're
great at winning their division, but
seriously, at what point does this
cease to matter if you can't get it done
in the postseason?
So the Red Sox just won their division series. I don't want to compromise my pro-Yankee position, but
when campus erupted with cheers
after the victory, I almost felt like
wanting to be a Sox fan myself. For a
minute. And then I arrived at a different point of view.
It will be a lot more fun to rub it in
your faces when the Yankees squash
the Red Sox now that you've built up
some hope in iyoiif
petty,'' second-rate
¦ ¦• '' .'" ', ';- • ¦• >¦ ¦ ¦• '.. ¦>.: ' '¦¦¦
team; '• '
So, to predict—Cubs over Marlins
in five; Yankees over Red Sox in five.
Yankees over Cubs in six, Trust me
when I say that this is totally biased.
But that's the power of the press right
there. I'm just hoping that my, editor,
a die-hard Boston fan, doesn 't freak
out; Erica—you asked for controver-

¦
, .'

C. o.b.
Philip' R. Poulin,
Christopher White, O.D.

I don 't want ;to
compromise my
pro-Yankee postion , but when
campus erupted
with cheers , I
almost wanted
to be a Sox fan
myself.
play two fantasy sports, both at
ESPN.com. One is a March Madness
bracket, and the other is fantasy hockey in a league full of friends that can
make jokes about Reggie Dunlop,
Eero Somervuori and Haken Loob
without missing a beat. Both are
ridiculous amounts of fun.
I kind of feel like I just told you I
st ill play "Magic:The Gathering," but
what I've learned is that this column
is a safe place, a nest in a tree of trust
and understanding where we are free
to express our true feelings.
Before I fini sh up, I just wanted to
congratulate the Colby Mules football
team-for taking Wesleyah:out c6ld last
Saturday, and wish them good luck in
fron t of all our parents this weekend
against Amherst,
Now keep that applause coming
and don 't tell anyone about me still
playing "Magic."I thought we were in
the trust-tree in the nest, were we not?

MENS SOCCER: Lookingfor redemption
Continued from Page 12
started the season off very strong, has
struggled recently. Since their 6-0 routing of University of New England Sept.
24, the Mules have managed to only
score four goals in four games. The team
has allowed 14 goals in those games.
Today tlie Mules face up against the
University of Maine-Farmington at home
at 3:30 p.m., where Colby will try to keep
its non-conference winning streak going.
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. the Mules play the
Lord Jeffs from Amherst College (6-1-1,
3-0-1 NESCAC).

JOKA'S

The Mules look to play much better

as they fi ght to keep their NESCAC
tournament hopes alive. Amherst looks

to be a tough opponent, having played

Middlebury to a tie this past weekend.
Middlebury has already defeated Colby,
4-1, this season. Starting with their usual
intensity and quickness will be crucial
for the Mules if they hope to win.
"Amherst is a big game for us. We definitely need a couple more conference
wins to be in the thick of things,"
Serdjenian said.
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Speaking of controversy, to reuse
the title of an Al Franken book,
"Rush Limbaugh is a big, fat idiot."
How he got the j ob at ESPN I hav e
no idea. They must have had some
clue that he'd shoot his self-important mouth off. His comments
weren 't just discriminatory, they
were just p lain wrong. Donovan
McNabb is sick-nasty; there's no
denying that. To ride him after he has
two rough games shows how bad of
an analyst Limbaugh was.
To those who disagree and are
whining to themselves right now:
"Yeah, I' m a liberal at Colby,." But
I've got a column, and you don't.
To give you something to tease me
about, I'm going to come out and say
it: I love playing fantasy sports. They
make watching pro sports more fun.
Now I don't go to excesses. I only
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C&iby ' rugby wins-both games despite weather
By KYANGLENN ON

100 meters, up the field that resulted in
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
the backs getting the ball out quick, from
Paul Robertson '04 yto Mutumwapavi
^;Apiidst .torrents of rain and muddy Vengesayi '06 and finally to Bodansky,
neld conditions, the men's rugby team who scored his second try of the year
^nd a way, to slip past Bowdoin and what would come to be the only try
M>llege with a 5-0 win in Brunswick, of the game.".' , ,
Me. Saturday. The wind and rain
Everyone seemed to step it up and
Played a huge factor in the pace of the make big plays, as Vengesayi "made a
game. During the.first half Colby was game-saving tackle after chasing a kid
kicking into the wind, and even the for about 60 meters, with about 20 minstrongest kicks were still short, making utes left [and] only five meters from the
it difficult; to gain the advantage. For try line,"Lochhead said. With the return
the first half, Colby held off Bowdoin of John Wheelock '06 from an injury in
with difficulty, nonetheless, as the the Mules' first game, the back line
Polar Bears play dominated in the regained to full strength.
Mules'end.
The Mules are anxious to take on
; However, as .the teams changed Babson College in the "swamp" on
sides at half,theMules were able to get Saturday. Both teams beat Bowdoin 5the ball into their attacking half and 0, so it should be another grudge match
become a scoring threat. The rain kept in the "swamp,". Since both teams are
qn pouring as each team presented their 3-0, whoever wins could determine
toughest defense stopping one another who goes on to the playoffs.
time after time on the goal line. Captain
On a blustery field, the Colby
Ryan Lochhead '04 commented on the women also won their match this
weather, claiming that "the increasing weekend against the University of
rain played a huge factor and we were Maine-Orono Black Bears. The final
having trouble controlling the ball." score was 12-0, but the game was
Fortunately, after inching their way up closer than the score admits. UMO
the field, John Bodansky '06 finished was a hard hitting team, but Colby
off the drive with a "money-maker" held their ground as they battled backmove ' to .cross into the Trizone. and-forth throughout the game.
Lochhead summed up the drive
The defense played well, stopping
describing if as "a slow march, almost the tough, physical momentum that

the Black Bears fomented.
The kicking game , then began to
take on an important role, as the wind
could either .benefit or hinder the
team's momentum towards the goal,
depending on which side Colby was
playing. Both of Colby's tries were
scored on "excellent passing plays,
passing along the back line to the
wings, who used their speed to beat

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colby women's tennis (0-4) faced a
difficult 2-6 loss Oct. 1, to the Bates
College Bobcats (2-1), and also to the
Amherst College Lord Jeffs (4-0) Oct.
4. However, the men's tennis team
flaunted their talent at the Wallach
Invitational at Bates this past Sunday.
, Bates, ranked seventh in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference, bar ely edged out the
Colby women, ranked tenth within the
NESCAC, by a single match. Of the
six singles matches, Bates proved
dominant, taking four of them..
jf ...While many, of the . matches were

jg^era^Xjfiiflg^p^x41!jaw .RrnAQ?

.and :Ginny Raho' '06 were able to triumph for the Mules. It took a decisive
third set to prove that the Bobcats'number one player, Tara DeVito '05, was no
counterpart for Dunn. Dunn won her
first set 6-2, lost the second set 4-6 and
decisively won the third set 6-3.
It only took two sets for Raho to
demonstrate her superiority over the
competition of the Bates ' number
four, Lindsay Yost '05, taking the first
set 6-3 and the second set 6-4.
For the Mules, both Amanda Stein
'06 and Lauren Uhlmann '06 fought
viciously, but were robbed of victories
from Bobcat players. Diana Wilkinson
'05 beat Stein in the second set 6-3
after narrowly winning the first set 76. Similarly, Emma Nochomovitz '07
acquired her win by barely taking both
sets 7-6 and 7-5, from Uhlmann.
The Mules rallied forth and
bounced back for the doubles portion
of the competition, dominating in two
of the three matches. Captain Nikki
Patel '05 pointed out, "We have been
working on doubles a lot in our prac-

the defense to,score," Brittany Kureth
'04 explained. Jackie Dao '05 and
Caitlyn Fox '07 scored the points.
Fox, a rookie and playing only her
second game with the A side, scored
her first career try. ,
This Saturday, the women take on
in-state rival Bates College in
Lewiston, Me.
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After beating up on the Black Bears, womens' rugby willface the Bobcats.

Women 's tennis ann ihilates USM
By LINDSAY BARADA

tices and communicating between received numerous compliments from
points." While Morgan Pratt '04 and opposing coaches who were extremely
Anna Erdheim '06 fell to DeVito and impressed with how the Mules hanLiz Currie '06 by a margin of 0-8, fel- dled th emselves, maintaining their
low Mules Dunn and Patel fiercely composure and continuing to fight
obtained their own victory and ulti- hard late into the night. Coach Morgan
place finish with a time of 22:58.
mately triumphed at 9-8 over Yost and continued, "That's something you love
By RYAN GLENNON
The men came in with an 11
Heather Bracken '05. However to hear as a coach. The guys faced
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
place finish in the Men's Open
B obcat athletes Laura Harris '07 and some tough competitors, but many of
Ei ght race, finishing with a time of
Sara Oremland '07 were unable to them overcame more talented players
This w eeken d, the crew t eam 19:46 and a time of 19:43 in the
compare with their fellow teammates' and improved drastically."
In the doubles category, two traveled to Lowell, Mass. to partici- Club Eight race. The men also comstamina as Uhlmann and Raho
destroyed the competition with a final dynamic duos demonstrated their pro- pate in the Textile River Regatta on peted in other races such as the
score of 8-2. Patel said, "I think we found abilities. Nate Stone'06 and the Merrimack River. The women Open Four, which finished with a
have a very talented team with great Tom Gildersleeve '07 made the finals started out strong as they finished in time of 21:58 for a 13 place finish.
potential. We just have to believe in in the B draw by winning their first a tie for first place against other colourselves and be aggressive with match by default and then abusing the legiate teams with University of
top-ranked Tufts -. Uniyersity,. yiteam Massachusetts-Amherst,_: a Division
every point we play.". . ,•
a
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bit more of a struggle as the Mules < Although Storiej^S^iOif^sleeVe; ^men 's- Opfett ;Eigli^Tjr i^
faced the Lord Jeffs, who are ranked fought valiantly, they were unable to teams to finish ahead of the women
fourth in the nation and third in the pull off a victory, losing the title were two club teams, both from the
Riverside Boatclub, which is "tradiNESCAC. Amherst swept tlie Colby match 3-8 to another Tufts' pair.
In the A doubles category team- tionally known as a very fast team,"
College Mules in a 0-9 shutout.
Coach Michael Morgan said, I mates Tim Stenovec '06 and James according to Captain Laura
thought we played very well. Amherst Cryan '07 routed their Bates oppo- Mistretta '04.
The race was 3.25 miles long, and
is a very talented team, but the girls nents with a final tally of 8-5, but then
fought extremely hard. We learned a lost 5-8 in the quarterfinals to the sec- the women finished with a time of
20:30, placing ahead of other
great lesson because we played on ond-ranked Bowdoin team.
quick courts, and the girls will have to
In the singles category, Cryan made Division I schools such as the
get used to that since they'll be seeing it his debut in the B draw quarterfinals, University of Vermont and the
stunningly defeating Dave Berwind College of the Holy Cross.
all year."
Laura Mistretta '04
"This weekend's racing was a
Patel agreed, stating, "I think we '07 of Connecticut College in two sets
Captain
good indication that we're pretty
played our best, considering we are 6-3 and 6-5.
Matt Morrison '06 also made his solid, though there is still speed to
missing a few players abroad. We
played hard and put in 110 percent and presence known in the C draw quar- be gained over the next few weeks
The men's Club Eight finished
terfinals, crushing the University of as we look towards the New
that's all we can ask for at this point."
Oct 7 the Mules faced the Southern Maine's Justin Chaffee to Plampshire Championships this first out of all the other NESCAC
placing
ahead
of
University of Southern Maine at home get there . However, it took Nich weekend and , the Head of the schools,
and abolished the Huskies 9-0 in Schroback '07 of Tufts to stop the Charles the following weekend," Middlebury and Bates. In the Open
straight sets.
efforts of Morrison by defeating him Mistretta said. The other women's Four race the men came in after
boat in the Open Eight crossed the Bowdoin, which finished with a
It was a long weekend for the Colby in two sets 6-3 and 6-4.
The men will not play competitive- line with a time of 21:28 for a 10 time of 20:46.
men's tennis team Oct. 4 and 5, as they
According to Nick Gambino '04,
were at the Wallach Invitational ly again until their major season in the place finish , while in the Club
after
this weekend's races and finishspring
begins.
Eight
race
the
women
took
a
17
Tournament, but they prevailed
nonetheless. . Morgan said that he

This weekend' s
ij^il^^^Siil^S^fe &0m^0S^^^^^ racin g was a ™.» \
good indication
that we are pretty solid, though
there is still
speed to be
gained over the
next few weeks.
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Freedom Cafe 's

Hermitage House
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A unique nnd beautifully appointed
secluded place for your relaxation !
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As ECAC Goalkeeper of the Week, as well as NESCAC Co-Player of
the Week for the week of Sept. 29. Rice has proven herself an intrical part
of the-19th nationally ranked Colby field hockey team. In just nine games,
Rice has tallied 79 saves, averaging 8.77 saves per game. Against.the
fourth-ranked Middlebury College, Rice set a school record for saves in a
single game, with 36 Sept. 27.

Women s crew rows into first on the
Merrimack River in Lowell; men are
NESCAC champs of Open Eight

Vlaaos & Ktyhoardi byt
Hand Instruments bys
Guiturs & Amp* byt
Geiwn Si'lmor Vnmnlin
Greiscli Ibmicz Martin
Yumnhn Roland Kurzwcll
mm
n
Ovation I'eavcy Yamtihn
ff f v
Sheet music nnd accessories for every musician j f E m m (6b

Deca dent Desserts
Book s .
Sp iritual Direction

Devastator of the Week
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In the hack right next door to Freedom Cafe , on ihe lower level 'of, the State
\p ann jf tsumnce Bidldlng. For more htformallo call 1359^^'[ / [¦
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In the article "Colby Outing Club
climbs Tumbledown Mountain in
their first excursion of the 20032004 year Sept. 13" by Alexa
Lindauer.
Lindaucr reported that Nick
Markham *04 is the Outing Club
president; he is tlie Outing Club
secratary. Also, the Outing Club
excursion leaders arc not state of
Maine guides.
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Providing Quality Moving
Services for 25 years.
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ing in the middle of the pack in order
to be competitive they need to beat
many of the teams that they finished
behind, teams such as the College of
the Holy Cross, the University of
New
Hampshire,
Worcester
Polytechnic Institute and Bates. He
went on to say, "The Textile River
Regatta has allowed us to size up the
competition this year as well as
focus on improving the speed of our
on boats through improved techni.que,,,and increased ,1sjteady . i state
capacity, [because] I believe, that our
men's crew team has greater potential than what was shown at the
Textile River Regatta."
Both teams will compete again
this weekend at the New Hampshire
Championships and the following
weekend at the Head of the Charles
Regatta in Cambridge Mass.
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this week
in sports

Wesleyan 's off ense humbled by Colby's def ens ive prowess
By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER
On a Saturday that will be
remembered for its upsets in the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference, Colby football
took care of business and, for the
first time this year, played to their
potential as they routed Wesleyan
University 31-7. In other NESCAC
action Bates College defeated
perennial powerhouse Williams
College 10-7, in Williamstown,
Mass. on a touchdown with 1:18
left in the game. It was Bates' first
win over Williams in school history.
The upsets continued when
Amherst College, who is second
only to Williams as the most storied
program in the NESCAC, lost to
Middlebury College 14-17 at home.
Amherst's loss to a team Colby
has already defeated bodes well for
the Mules' chances at defeating the
Lord Jeff's this Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Mules will have a large crowd
behind them as the game falls on
Family Homecoming Weekend.
Colby has not beaten Amherst since
1995 and will try to end a streak of
seven strait losses to the Lord Jeffs
and continue their climb up the
NESCAC standings. Colby is currently tied at 2-1 for third place in
the conference with both Amherst
and Wesleyan.
If the Mules can pull out a win on
Saturday, they will be through the

tougher half of their season and in a
tie for second , place with either
Trinity or Tufts , who are both 3-0
but play each other this week.
This Saturday each member of the
"little three,"Amherst, Wesleyan and
Williams, lost. None more convincingly than Wesleyan who lost to a
Colby team that has finally found its
running game.
Central to Colby's easy victory
was the re'emergence of 2002 A1IAmerican . running back Aaron
Stepka '05. Stepka had two touchdowns while rushing for 154 yards
on 43 carries.
Also starring on offense was quarterback B.L. Lippert '04 completed
16 of 22 attempts for 244 yards and
two passing touchdowns. Lippert
commented on Colby 's sudden
offensive prowess, "It was probably
the best game plan we'd ever had
going into a game since I've been
here."
The proficiency of the offense,
especially the ability to run the ball
effectively, resulted in Colby's controll of the clock and the pace of the
game. The Mules' defense was on the
field for nearly twelve minutes less
than Wesleyan's defense, which kept
them fresh and therefore only
allowed one touchdown right before
halftime when Colby had a 17-7 lead.
In their finest overall performance of the season, the defense
had five interceptions (two by Mike
Civitello '05), 5.5 sacks, allowed

FRIDAY, OCT. 10

• Cross Country
@ Open N.E.
I

l
SATURDAY. OCT.i

Wesleyan 's rushing game w as held to nega tive one yar d by a superior Colby defense.
only 164 yards of total offense.
Unbelievably, Colby
forced
Wesleyan to a negative net rushing
total of negative one on 21 carries.
James Bradford '04 had eight tackles to lead the phenomenal Colby
defense. To be sucessfiil this week-

have gone either way,"
By ERICA AYOTTE
Parent said. "But in the
SPORTS EDITOR
fourth game our servereceive fell apart. The
Colby volleyball (3-0 conference, 14- break down was only in
4 overall) faced fierce competition from one area of our game."
the likes of the Massachusetts Institute How ever , "it's go od for us
of Technology Friday night at the Bates to play teams like MIT to
Invitational Tournament. The Mules humble us," Parent noted.
also faced Plymouth State University "Hopefully we'll be hunand Bowdoin College on Saturday and gry for this weekend."
ended the tournament with a 1-2 record.
On Saturday the Mules
Ranked second in all of New tried to regroup against 13
Englan d, MIT handled Colby in four ranked Plymouth State.
games , taking the match 3-1 (30-27, 24- How ever , Plymouth took
30, 30-28, 30-22). Considering the Colby to five games and
might of the MIT squad and the close eventually defeated the
scores of the games, Coach Candice Mules 3-2 (30-24, 19-30,
Parent said , "We did alright. We can 30-28, 28-30, 15-10).
compete with anyone in New England." Commenting on the loss
Caitlin Cleaver '06, Johanna Parent said, 'It was worse
Schroeder '04 and Megan Devlin '06 than our loss to Bates [ earJEFF EARICKSOtyCOMMUNICATIONS
led the attack for the Mules with 18, 13 lier in the season]...We Volleyballfaces the hard-hitting Ephs at Bates.
and 11 kills respectiv ely. At libero, were pretty flat to start and
Jennifer Radcliffe '06 led the team with got down early in games." She said, That kills you."
Accordin g to Parent , th e Mules had
28 digs, Cleaver and Devlin foll owing "Our very first game, we really didn 't
come out to play. We gave up three or
with 21 and 17 digs respectively.
"We lost a couple games that could four aces in the first four or five points.
Continued on Page 10

Men 's soccer downed by NESCAC foes
STAF WRITER

This past week turned into n rough
one for the Colby men's soccer team , as
it went 1-2, with both losses coming
against New England Small College
Athletic Conference teams. Oct. 9 the
Mules won a close non-conference home
game against University of Southern
Maine , 1-2. Saturday, however, The

Wesleyan University Cardinals blanked

Colby 0-3. The Mules traveled to
Williams College tlio following day, and
lost 1-6 to the Ephs powerhouse team.
The match against USM was
extremely close, coming down to tho
last minute of ploy. Captain Ryan
Boccuzzi '05 gave (he Mules the early
lend off of n penalty kick , giving him a
team-best seven goals for the season.
USM struck back on n direct kick 27
minutes into the half. With time running
out in the second half , it seemed the
game would go Into extra time.
However, Donnie O'Cnllnghon '06 had
other ideas, scoring his first collegiate
goal with just over one minute remaining. David Burton-Perry '06 picked up

the assist as Colby won its ninth straight
non-conference game in three years.
"USM is a much improved team.
Winnin g a close , tough game is good for
us ," Coach Mark Serdjenian said.
Colby was used to starting quick and
strong in their games , aud until
Wesleyan , the Mules had managed to do
exactly that. Tlie Cardinals, however ,
were tlie ones who came out firing, scoring a goal just 1:53 into the contest, The
goal seemed to damper Colby 's spirits ,
and despite some good chances, the
Mules found themselves down 0-1 at
half time. In the second half, Colby was
forced to press the attack , yet ended up
empty-handed as Wesleyan added two
insurance goals to win tho match 3-0. It
marked tlie first time Colby had failed to
score a goal this season , "We didn 't
come out with our usual energy, and our
piny reflected that ," Serdjenian said.
"Wc did not play to our potential
against Wesleyan. To improve, our team
needs to ploy tlio entire [game] at our
best. We have very few lapses nnd this
weekend when they occurred lenms took
advantage," Bqccuzzi added.
Ttying to rebound from that dofent,
Colby traveled to Williomstown, Mass.

Championshi ps

• Golf

@ USM Quad meet
• Volleyball
vs. Hamilton
@ Bates College

Volleyball takes one victory, two losses
in Bates IHDitatibiial Tournament

By NAT BROWN

THURSDAY, OCT. 9
• Men's Soccer
3:30 p.m.
vs. UMF

the following day to face off against the

Williams Ephs , who currently sit at tlie
top of the NfiSCAC. The Mules started

the grime off well , controllin g piny nnd

creating chances in the first 20 minutes.
Williams , however , scored tlie first goal
just after, the 20 minute mark and the
momentum quickly turned tho Ephs' way.
The first half ended 0-3, and any hopes of
making n comeback were dashed in the
second half as the Ephs scored 3 more
goals, O'Cnllnghan notched his second
goal of the season , but that was all Colby
could muster in the 1-6 loss.
"Wc played a really good game for the
first 20 minutes," Serdjenian said. "We
actually played a much better game as n
team against Williams then our one
Saturday, Williams is just too good when
they get the lend. Each individual mistake we made was punished by a goal,"
The loss against Williams marks a significant slump for the Mules, In their past
four NESCAC contests, Colb y has gone
0-3-1, Their one NESCAC win came
against Dates , who is currently ninth in
tho conference and has yet to win a
NESCAC game, Colby's offense , which

end, Colby will still have to work
hard to avoid the old tendencies that
troubled them the first two games.
To beat Amherst they must control
the clock by running the ball effectively and also win the battle at the
line of scrimmage. If . the defense

performs like it has been the last
two weeks and the offense is able to
hack out a repeat performance
against a tough Amherst squad ,
Colby will have a good shot at
bringing down the Lord Jeffs.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 15
• Field Hockey
@ USM ,

Field Hockey splits road weekend
By AMY CRONIN
STAFF WRITER

It was a mixed outcome this weekend for the Colby field hockey team,
emerging from their double New
England Small College Athletic
Conference competition with a win at
Wesleyan College and a loss at
Williams College. The Mules' record is
now 7-2 overall (3-2 NESCAC). A
heavy NESCAC schedule, such as this
past weekend's, is crucial for the Mules
insofar as their conference standing and
team morale.
"This was probably one of the
strongest double weekends wc have had
in the past few years. We came out
strong both days and played two very
competitive games. It was definitely a
positive weekend for us," Co-Captain
Brittney Lazar '04 said. At Wesleyan
the Mules proved to be the better team,
but the home team did not surrender
without a fight. The Cardinals had trouble penetratin g the Colby midfielders
and defense , often failing to break into
the circle and gain scoring opportunities. The Mules out-shot Wesleyan 11-5,
but the game was scoreless until Wendy
Bonner '05 netted her 30
career goal with only
10:50 remaining in regula-

tie 1-2 to the Williams Ephs. The two
teams were veiy evenly matched, with
the ball spending most of the game
between tlie two 25-yard lines.
"It could have been anyone's game.
We both had some excellent scoring
opportunities and phenomenal defense.
It was a fantastic display of competitive
field hockey," Co-Captain Injoo Han
'04 said.
Williams put tlie first goal on the
board just before halftime on a penalty
comer, The Mules came back strong
after the break and Melissa Mullen '05
tied tlie game 1-1, scoring her first collegiate goal roughly six minutes into the
second half. Mullen 's goal was scored
off an assist from fellow defender
Lauren Smith '05 during a penalty corner. Neither team was able to score for
the remainder of the game, so the contest went into overtime play. Due to the
full-field seven-versus-seven set up, collegiate field hockey overtime relics on
every player to be ready to enter the
game at any moment.
"No matter how tired wc arc, wc just
have to go out there and give it our all
for ns lon g as possi b le, knowin g t hat
ther e are plenty of teammates on th e
sideline ready to do the same," star lin g

center midfielder Nikki Stadelman '06
said. The Mules are no strangers to
overtime play, earning four overtime
victories in the 2002 season.
Unfortunately the Mules were unsuccessful in this overtime attempt, and
Williams took advantage of a crowded
circle to put one in the goal.
Goaltender Molly Rice '07 continued
to play solidly for the Mules, tallying 9
saves for the day, while two Williams
goalkeepers combined for 6 saves.
Last season the Mules lost decisively
to Ihe Ephs 0-3 at home, so this hard
fought 2003 competition shows how
much the Colby squad has grown and
improved in the past year. Colby hosts
Amherst College this Saturday during
Colby 's annual Family Homecoming
Weekend. The Lord Jeffs' record is currently 6-2 (3-1 NESCAC). Last year
Colby fell to Amherst 0-1 in a chaotic
game under poor conditions with torrential downpours persisting through the
entirety of the contest. Currently the
Mules arc tied with Bowdoin for fourth
place in the NESCAC. Amherst holds
the thir d s p ot in the league , so the oatcome of this weekend has the potential
to shake up the standings.

tion off an assist from

Lazar. Bonner now leads
the league in scori ng with

11 goals this season and

has 68 career points. One
goal proved enou gh to be
victorious , with a final
score of 1-0.

The Mules did not

have much time to celebrate their win , as they
were forced to travel to
Williamstown , Mass. the
following day,
On Sunday, Colby lost a
ECHO run PHOTO
heartbreaking overtime bat Colby will take on the Lord Jeffs in a battle of ep ic proportions Saturday at 11 a.m.

IN SID E SP O RTS
Devast at or

Molly Rice -07 proves herself invaluable in
page ii
her first season as a Mule,
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Colby 's athletic fields tiro kept in pristine con
ditioti by Ihe tireless efforts of PPD.

Continued-on Pago 10
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• Crew
@' NH Championships
• Field Hockey
11:00 a.m.
vs. Amherst
• Women's Soccer
11:00 a.m.
vs. Amherst
¦
! • Football
1:00 p.m.
vs. Amherst
• Men 's So ccer
1:30 p.m.
vs. Amherst
• Volleyball
vs. Middlebury & Williams
@ Bates College
• Women 's Tennis
@ Middlebury
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